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Dear Mr. Cronin and Members of the Selection Committee,
Thank you for the opportunity to submit our proposal for Phase 1 of the Stream Management Plan (SMP) project.
The Biohabitats–Wright Water Engineers team is excited about this opportunity and honored to be considered. Our
team includes Peak Facilitation, DiNatale Water, Open Water Foundation, and the local watershed coalitions–a team
strategically aligned to offer the efficiency, diversity and depth of specialized expertise required to best meet the needs
of this complex project.
Ever since the Colorado Water Plan established the first goals for Stream Management Planning, we have been
following the developments in the many watersheds where we live and work. With combined experience of over a
dozen projects in the St. Vrain and Left Hand Creek watersheds, this is one of the SMPs we have been most eager to
see underway.
Our team offers you existing relationships in the watersheds and local and national experience. We specialize in
facilitating rich and productive dialogue that will help to develop early consensus around a higher-level vision and
goals and objectives—then use that momentum to tackle more intricate challenges and generate enduring support for
implementing stream management strategies for multiple benefits. We also have the technical grounding required to
drive this plan forward with sound science. We count on water resource engineers, ecologists, resource planners, fluvial
geomorphologists, landscape architects, and data scientists who helped develop much of the baseline information for
these watersheds, and therefore, will efficiently synthesize data and prepare SMP model scenarios to identify priority
locations. We designed this team to balance engineering and sciences with the art of understanding regional planning
needs. Finally, we are a group dedicated to the long game. Our plans have established adaptive frameworks and
helped inspire change by using the planning process itself as a catalyst for implementing new, more effective water
management strategies.
You have provided a new opportunity for our region to find resilience and economic vitality, and we are confident
there is no team more enthusiastic or ready to work hard as a responsible partner in creating a pathway forward.
As Project Manager, I will serve as the point of contact and can be reached at either cbrowne@biohabitats.com or
720.907.6556. Thank you for your consideration and we look forward to having the opportunity to discuss our
approach in more detail on the coming weeks.
Sincerely,
BIOHABITATS, INC.
______________________
Claudia Browne
Bioregion Team Leader
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Understanding & Approach
UNDERSTANDING
The Colorado Water Plan set forth the ambitious goal to have Stream Management
Plans (SMPs) developed for 80% of priority streams using a stakeholder-driven process
to address local issues. The St. Vrain and Left Hand Water Conservancy District
(“District”) and its stakeholders are among a new and growing group of water managers
responding to this call to action and rethinking Colorado’s water challenges.
Nationally and locally, organizations like the District are recognizing that water
security is key to social, economic, and environmental survival for urban and rural
communities, and that water strategies increasingly depend on system-scale approaches
and collaboration. The South Platte Basin Round Table and Basin Implementation Plan
(BIP) identified St. Vrain Creek as one of the streams where additional river health and
recreational studies are needed to support flow assessments and system planning. This
SMP will provide the technical foundation and a framework for exploring new water
strategies by bringing local people together to form a collective understanding of the
watershed, threats, and opportunities to improve resiliency for multiple benefits.
SMPs need broad support to be successful—a challenge in large areas with diverse
communities. With an SMP planning area covering approximately 500 square miles
from mountains to plains, nearly 150 miles of major creek channels, and a growing
population of about 135,000 people, there is a wide spectrum of needs and desires along
the St. Vrain and Left Hand Creek corridors! Therefore, this project needs to build on
the trust that the District and its partners have already established and set up a
process that will inspire future partnerships.

South St. Vrain

Boulder County agricultural land

SMPs need a solid technical foundation based on accessible information and transparent,
objective evaluations of real-world opportunities and issues. The District and its
stakeholders are fortunate to have a good foundation of information, but existing
data should be synthesized and supplemented to provide reliable baseline information
to support future work. Our data collection, compilation, and analysis will be
transparent, flexible, and user-friendly, empowering stakeholders to help “drive the
bus” and enrich their collaboration by providing input on what functions they’d like
included in the databases and map platforms.
This SMP also needs to create new opportunities for stream health within the context
of existing and future water uses. SPDSS data indicate agricultural diversions still
comprised 82% of diversions through 2012, although since 2000 there was a decline of
nearly 10% from the long-term average as municipal diversions increased (see summary
table). This trend is expected to continue with population growth, and therefore
maintaining watershed health will require creative management and operations tied
to clear goals and objectives. Our team blends a strong technical foundation with a
pragmatic understanding of integrated project needs, and we are eager to help your SMP
process streamline future decision-making to focus on opportunities that offer
multiple benefits in the right places at the right times.

St. Vrain and Left Hand Diversions from
SPDSS StateMod
HISTORICAL
DIVERSIONS
Agrilcultural

19502012

20002012

213,000

193,000

Municipal

25,000

42,000

C-BT Deliveries

35,000

51,000

APPROACH
Our approach integrates stakeholder and stream health goals and objectives to identify
priority reaches where future projects can inspire partnerships and transform challenges
into opportunities. We have used a results-based planning approach at watershed and
regional scales in Colorado and across the country, and we will leverage that experience
to create a Stream Management Plan to build strong, broad, community support and
forge long-lasting relationships for future watershed projects. The Work Plan (beginning
© Biohabitats, Inc.
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on page 10), provides a more detailed discussion of our approach to the scope of work, which is guided by the three overarching
principles below.
Build Support. We have found social capacity to be at the root of the most successful initiatives. Hearing how land and water owners
describe their concerns and needs and incorporating them into the process is critical to finding solutions. For this SMP, our outreach
efforts will build a shared understanding of how stream health relates to uses and values of the water—agricultural production,
municipal use, recreation, and sustaining the natural community along the river.
Focus Resources. Landscape-scale studies are most effective when they are grounded in the reality of the project objectives, available
funding and stakeholders interests. An integrated watershed framework provides a solid technical foundation for evaluating strategies.
By synthesizing data and mapping suitability we highlight locations where needs overlap and set the stage for future, more detailed
analysis and actions to achieve the most benefit for stream health and community members.
Create a Road Map. Successful project implementation in the future will require Phase 1 to establish continuity and coordination,
including agreed upon milestones and phasing of next steps that support ongoing progress. Our recommendations will lay out a “road
map” that inspires incremental change and adaptive management through ongoing learning, as partners work together to understand
critical areas and strategies that can address shared values.
These principles and their outcomes, illustrated in the diagram below, will position the District to inspire momentum as it
moves into Phase 2 of the SMP. Details about our approach are provided in the Work Plan section of this proposal.
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“Our planning and restoration work with Biohabitats inspired partnerships with multiple groups including Great Outdoors
Colorado and local Fort Collins’ businesses... Their collaborative and whole system approach brought new ideas to the design
table which attracted these partnerships and leveraged our funding. Two major river restoration projects through downtown
Fort Collins...became widely acclaimed and recognized internationally, regionally, and by professional organizations.”
–Rick Bachand, Manager, City of Fort Collins, Natural Area Program
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Company and Personnel Qualifications

T

he Biohabitats/Wright Water Engineers team is familiar with and has performed a
range of assessments, planning, and restoration work for many of the stakeholders
in the study area. We bring over 200 years of combined experience in Colorado and
national river and watershed projects, with an unparalleled capacity to deliver plans that
integrate human and natural resource benefits.

COMPANY QUALIFICATIONS
As shown in our organizational chart, our team consists of the core firms of Biohabitats/
Wright Water Engineers (Biohabitats/WWE) with support from DiNatale Water, Peak
Consulting, the local Watershed Coalitions, and Open Water Foundation. Specialists at
Miller Ecological for fisheries and Chinook Consulting for data visualization are available as
needed, though not formally scoped into Phase 1.
Biohabitats brings over 30 years of successful stream assessment, planning and restoration
experience helping public and private clients manage water resources for multiple objectives.
Biohabitats has been at the forefront of integrated watershed management projects and
restoration planning for decades and worked directly in the study area before and after the
2013 flood on multiple post-flood restoration projects. Our multidisciplinary team of 70
staff includes scientists, planners, engineers, communication specialists/graphic designers,
and landscape architects. The Denver team is an energetic, tight-knit office of experts
who specialize in solving stream management issues to restore degraded river corridors,
reduce flood risk, incorporate recreational features, enhance wildlife habitat, incorporate
adaptive management and inspire ecological stewardship to provide economic benefits for
communities.

SOUTHERN ROCKY MOUNTAIN BIOREGION

Wright Water Engineers (WWE) was founded in 1961 and is an employee-owned and
operated, full-service water resources, environmental, and civil engineering firm with offices
in Denver, Durango, and Glenwood Springs, Colorado. WWE works on water projects
throughout the United States with a staff of approximately 45 people including engineers,
hydrogeologists, hydrologists, biologists, chemists, geologists, GIS specialists. WWE is a
specialist in water rights and stream restoration investigations and is currently involved in
three stream management plans across the state (South Platte, Uncompahgre, and Middle
Colorado). The members of the firm also have a range of direct experiences in the St. Vrain
and Left-Hand Creek watersheds including the design build of the Hall Ranch restoration
project near Lyons. As the lead firm on the Keep it Clean Partnership, WWE also brings
special understanding of stakeholders and current water quality considerations including
sediment issues; their involvement on this team will help promote coordination and
continuity with other stakeholder activities within and near the project area.
Peak Facilitation Group is a Colorado-based small business that offers facilitation
and mediation services focused on stakeholder collaboration and public engagement in
natural resources policy and management. Key team member Heather Bergman worked
with the District stakeholder working group during the grant application process. Peak
Facilitation’s portfolio includes community and stakeholder engagement on water
supply, water quality, watershed restoration, forest health, recreation management,
federal and municipal land management, urban land use planning, transportation, and
wildlife management. In all their work, they are committed to ensuring fairness and
transparency, achieving outcomes in addition to dialogue, and making efficient use of
their participants’ time and their clients’ resources.

© Biohabitats, Inc.
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DiNatale Water Consultants offers real-world experience in water rights, supply,
quality, environmental impacts and treatment processes combined with advanced
analytical capabilities to provide clients a pragmatic approach to water resources
challenges. They provide expertise in the South Platte Decision Support System
(SPDSS) model, yield analysis, water rights and storage valuations, and the use of
cutting-edge modeling software to create road maps needed to protect your valuable
assets.
Open Water Foundation (OWF) is a nonprofit focused on open source software tools
and open data for water resources, to increase access to data and improve transparency
on complex water issues. OWF works across jurisdictions and technical areas including
database, software development, web applications, data visualizations and storytelling,
geographic information systems, and data processing automation. Specialties include
developing statewide analysis and visualization tools for snowpack, agriculture/urban
land use changes, urban water use efficiency, and other issues; and developing software
and processes to automate data processing and publish results. OWF has been involved
in many State projects with funding from Colorado Water Conservation Board (CWCB)
and the Colorado Division of Water Resources (DWR), which includes development,
support, and application of Colorado’s Decision Support Systems (CDSS), Statewide
Water Supply Initiative (SWSI), and Basin Implementation Plans (BIP) projects.

“I wanted to thank you and the Biohabitats
team for your support on the development of
a regional green infrastructure framework,
atlas and playbook for the Kansas City
region. Your participation, without a doubt,
helped deliver a high quality product that
will support regional scale conservation and
restoration benefits for the greater Kansas
City area…
“Biohabitats brought a wealth of skills to
the table, helping to ensure the success and
quality of our work. You offered top notch
experience related to ecological assessment,
ecosystem restoration, and GIS analysis. Our
project relied upon a highly collaborative
team effort. Biohabitats consistently elevated
the quality of discussion and provided
compelling insights and recommendations
— all in a collegial, professional and open
manner.”
–Tom Jacobs, MARC
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Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group (LWOG) and the St. Vrain Creek Coalition
will help support the Community Engagement. Both non-profits are locally driven,
community-based organizations that facilitate stewardship and restoration projects in
their respective watersheds. Their projects strive to apply scientific analysis to improve
watershed health and develop partnerships to plan, fund, and implement those
projects. As coalitions, they serve as hubs for watershed issues and foster stakeholder
collaboration with entities that include landowners and residents, Left Hand Water
District (LHWD), Boulder County, City of Longmont, St. Vrain and Left Hand Water
Conservancy District, Town of Jamestown, Town of Ward, James Creek Watershed
Initiative, U.S. Forest Service, and Left Hand Ditch Company.

KEY PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS
Our key team members have proven track records of working with communities and
stakeholders to inspire forward-thinking projects within a set schedule and cost-sensitive
budget. Most of our key staff have been employed with their respective firms for at least
10 years with direct experiences throughout the watersheds. Please refer to attached
resumes for details and supporting staff.
BIOHABITATS

Claudia Browne, Water Resources Specialist/Biohabitats Bioregion Team Leader
30 years of experience, 14 years at Biohabitats
As Project Manager, Claudia will be responsible for leading the overall planning process
as well as day-to-day staffing, schedule and budget management. She brings 20 years
working in Colorado communities on restoration planning, process facilitation, ecological
assessments and analysis, hydrogeologic investigations, and public education and outreach
related to water projects and environmental issues. As Project Manager, she has led or
managed dozens of riparian and creek restoration and restoration design-build projects
in the Front Range including Biohabitats’ past projects along the St. Vrain in the City
of Longmont and Boulder County. She is a member of an international network of
coaches using an open standard practice to facilitate collaborative planning for resource
management. Her planning, analysis, and restoration projects have received national and
international recognition.

Stream Management Plan

Michael Lighthiser PE, Senior Engineer
25 years of experience, 17 with Biohabitats
Michael will provide guidance and oversight to help the team with project delivery
and assist with engineering and river health assessments, analysis, and evaluation of
strategies. He has assessed, designed, and constructed successful river restoration projects
throughout Colorado. Mike’s process-based designs have set precedents in facilitating
sediment transport, reconnecting floodplains, integrating large wood and fish habitat, and
creating hydrologic conditions to support riparian & wetland communities. Following
the 2013 flood, he led design and construction oversight for the Left Hand Creek Stream
Implementation project.
Vince Sortman, Senior Fluvial Geomorphologist
30 years of experience, 21 with Biohabitats
Vince will serve as lead scientist for the river health framework and assessment process,
drawing on decades of experience in hydrology; hydraulics; stream, riparian, and
wetland restoration; and, water management solutions. He has taught geomorphology
and restoration to the U.S. EPA and state and local agencies across the country and has
implemented more stream construction projects at Biohabitats than any other staff person.
Vince is very familiar with the conditions along the St. Vrain and Left Hand Creeks from
his experience during the previous site assessments for Boulder County and the City of
Longmont. His recent work with Confluent Design on the Dickens Farm Park Nature
Area and resilient St. Vrain in Longmont included collaboration with Colorado Parks and
Wildlife (CPW) on native fish habitat planning considerations.

Mike Lighthiser and Vince Sortman have been
working together on Biohabitats stream projects
for 17 years.

The appendix has additional resumes for Biohabitats’ supporting staff including Susan
Sherrod, PhD Ecologist, Andi Rutherford, LA, and Chris Rehak, geospatial analyst.
WRIGHT WATER ENGINEERS

Andrew Earles, PhD., PE, CPESC, D.WRE, Hydrology, Hydraulics and Floodplain Engineer
24 years experience at WWE
Andrew is a vice president with WWE and leads much of the hydrology, hydraulics, and
floodplain work that WWE conducts and brings expertise in climate change scenarios.
His recent work on the Big Thompson River Corridor Master Plan demonstrated the
importance of using the watershed framework to evaluate processes and find multiple
benefit solutions. He will help guide the technical analysis and provide quality control
review.
Scott Schreiber PE, Water Resource Engineer
12 years of experience, 4 at WWE
Scott will lead WWE’s hydrologic analysis, scenario development, support the river
health assessment, and collaborate throughout the SMP process. He is a water resource
engineer expert in hydraulic analysis, permitting, restoration, BMP design, corridor
planning, and drainage infrastructure. His dedication to collaborative approaches was
recently demonstrated by coauthoring the regional stewardship handbook project. He
was Project Manager for restoration design of a 3.2-mile reach of South St. Vrain Creek
at Hall Ranch near Lyons. He is President of Denver Trout Unlimited and on boards of
non-profits and river stewardship groups.
Hayes Lenhart PE, CPESC, Associate Water Resources Engineer
10 years experience, 9 at WWE
Hayes will serve as the lead watershed modeler for the project. He specializes in a wide
range of watershed studies, stormwater management, water quality, and hydrology
as well as design and construction oversight services. Hayes has been WWE’s lead
technical staff member for the Uncompahgre Watershed Plan.
© Biohabitats, Inc.
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Team Organization

Jane Clary, LEED AP, CPESC
25 years experience at WWE
Jane is WWE’s Vice President of Water Policy and Regulations and Senior Water Resources Scientist. Jane has worked with local
watershed partners and analyzed water quality data for both the Boulder Creek and St. Vrain watersheds annually since 2015 and
prepared the Boulder Creek-St. Vrain Creek 319 Watershed Plan. In 2017, Governor Hickenlooper appointed Jane to the Colorado
Water Quality Control Commission, where she participates in rulemaking hearings related to Clean Water Act and Safe Drinking
Water Act regulations.
DINATALE WATER

Kelly DiNatale, PE, Founder and President
38 years experience, 9 at DiNatale
Kelly is a widely-regarded Western water resource expert working with water authorities and special districts, irrigation companies
and districts, federal and state agencies, industrial users and private water rights owners. Kelly served as the Technical Director for the
Colorado Statewide Water Supply Initiative (SWSI). Specialty areas of his practice include water supply, basin planning and permitting,
operations, water demand forecasting, water rights analysis, in-stream flow evaluation, water quality, reservoir management and utility
operations and financing.
Travis Smith, Senior Water Consultant
40 years experience, 1 at DiNatale
Travis has advocated for Colorado water users for over 40 years, which helps him listen, learn, and identify solutions. His experience
began with the Colorado Division of Water Resources as a water commissioner, administering water rights on the Rio Grande
and continued as Superintendent of the San Luis Valley Irrigation District. He served on the Colorado Water Conservation Board
during the Colorado Water Plan. He spearheads the Rio Grande Cooperative Project, a public/private partnership for enhancing
environmental and recreational flows by retiming reservoir agricultural, municipal and augmentation deliveries, and the Rio Grande
Watershed Emergency Action Coordination Team.
Matt Bliss, PE, Water Resources Engineer
14 years experience, 5 at DiNatale Water
Matt’s expertise is in water supply planning, water rights and permitting issues and has experience developing the StateMod St. Vrain
model with a focus on applying first time use of a complex code for reservoir operations and exchanges. He worked with Nathan Fey
of American Whitewater to develop a “boatable days” tool on the Colorado River as part of the USBR’s Colorado River Basin Water
6
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Supply and Demand Study (2012). He employs a variety of tools to provide reliable
and creative solutions for his clients, such as use-of-surface and ground water modeling
platforms, including StateMod and StateCU, RiverWare, MODSIM and MODFLOW
as well as custom-built spreadsheet models.
OPEN WATER FOUNDATION

Steve Malers, MS, Systems Engineer, OWF founder and Chief Technology Officer
28 years experience, 5 with OWF
Steve’s specialty is developing and applying software to complex water resources
systems. He developed and supported Colorado’s Decision Support Systems (CDSS)
and formed OWF in part to lead the effort to move CDSS software tools to opensource licensing. He and OWF are at the forefront of data-driven technology solutions
to address complex water resources issues such as the water supply gap for municipal,
agricultural, and environmental and recreational sectors. His recent projects for the
Colorado Water Conservation Board include the SWSI Update, South Platte/Metro
Basin Implementation Plan, and South Platte Data Platform.
Please see attached resumes for staff from LWOG, SVWC, Miller Ecological and Chinook
Consulting for data visualization and possible drone services.

SUMMARY OF RELEVANT PROJECTS
Colorado Stream Management Planning Workshops (Bio), The Nature Conservancy and
Colorado Water Trust

When the Colorado Plan first called for SMPs to be developed across the state, CWCB
immediately began to recognize a wide variation in the content and quality of the
proposals submitted for state funding. To help build local capacity and share tools and
resources, Biohabitats provided technical support for two CWCB grants to the Nature
Conservancy and Colorado Water Trust. The effort included assembling possible goals
and objectives, conducting a survey, planning and executing the workshops at the
Sustaining Colorado Watersheds Conference and the Colorado Water Congress summer
conference, and coordinating preparation of a special issue of Colorado Water focusing on
SMPs for CSU’s Colorado Water Institute.

Colorado Water
September/October 2016

Reaching Higher
Implementing the Colorado
Water Plan’s Goals for
Stream Management

Mid-America Regional Council Regional GI Plan (Bio), Mid-America Regional Council
(MARC)

To establish a watershed-based framework for ecological health at the heart of the Kansas
City region’s cultural and economic fabric, Biohabitats conducted a system inventory and
synthesized existing resource data using GIS modelling. A prioritization model was then
developed that integrated the high value resources with areas of pressure and community
needs. The resulting Atlas showed the intersection analysis with identified opportunity
areas where community stakeholders share potential catalysts for implementation. A
Phase 2 Playbook was also created to demonstrate the collaborative planning and adaptive
management process including strategies for connecting partners, benefits, and metrics.
Cache la Poudre Natural Area Management Plan & Restoration Projects (Bio),
City of Fort Collins

Biohabitats led a multi-disciplinary team that developed a management plan and design
drawings for natural areas along over 10 miles of the Poudre River corridor through Fort
Collins. Biohabitats led the natural resources assessment of vegetative communities and
wildlife habitat, ecological connectivity, geomorphology, floodplain and riparian buffer,
and wetland/groundwater recharge areas. For three of the high-priority sites along the
river, Biohabitats then designed, permitted, and constructed restoration projects that
created 10 acres of willow shrubland, wet meadow, and emergent wetland and restored 13
acres of riparian forest. The work also included removing flood-control levees to restore
© Biohabitats, Inc.

Cache la Poudre River following removal of
abandoned diversion dam
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floodplain connection, filling abandoned gravel pits to create wetland benches, and
removing an abandoned dam in the river.
St. Vrain Creek Riparian Corridor Protection Plan (Bio),
City of Longmont, Public Works and Natural Resources Department

Biohabitats supported the City of Longmont Public Works and Natural Resources
Department in balancing multiple objectives of habitat, water quality, floodplain
management, and recreation for the 10-mile long riparian corridor of St. Vrain Creek
through the City. The work involved creating and implementing an inventory method
to assess proper functioning, data analysis, and reporting. After completing the field
work, Biohabitats developed priority restoration alternatives and implementation
guidelines designed to assist City improvement projects.
Boulder County Riparian Assessment (Bio)

Boulder County Parks and Open Space selected Biohabitats to perform an inventory
and assessment of over 20 miles of riparian corridors and develop a strategic, prioritybased approach to guide their protection and enhancement. After dividing the 20
miles of streams into 50 reaches, Biohabitats visited and assessed each reach over a
two-week period, using a customized assessment method, which facilitated the scoring
and prioritization of reaches to support informed decisions about near-term restoration,
management actions, and future planning opportunities.
Left Hand Creek Restoration at 63rd Street Extension Design-build Project, (Bio)
Left Hand Watershed Oversight Group (LWOG)

Left Hand Excavating and Biohabitats teamed on this post-flood restoration project along
5,800 ft. of stream with severe back erosion with tall cut banks and limited floodplain
benches covered with flood sediment and debris. The project involved multiple private
landowners, and permitting, concept and 30% design, extensive landowner outreach,
and construction to repair associated flood damage. The design included pool riffle
sequencing, channel re-shaping and streambed stabilization, grading and shaping to create
floodplain benches, in-stream and bank habitat structures, bank repair, utilization of
natural materials, and planting and seeding.
Upper Uncompahgre Basin Water Supply Protection and Enhancement (WWE)
Ouray County

WWE is working for Ouray County to develop a plan to protect and enhance the region’s
water supplies. WWE is using Colorado’s Decision Support System (CDSS) for the
Gunnison River to develop a daily point flow model to refine current and projected water
demands, supplies and administration in Ouray County, including water rights, water uses,
structures and operations. The model results are being used to support the development
of a stream management plan to minimize or eliminate existing and future water gaps for
both consumptive and non-consumptive use categories; including municipal and industrial,
irrigation, recreational, and environmental. The project involves extensive collaboration
with the City of Ouray, the Town of Ridgeway, agricultural users, Colorado River
Water Conservation District and stakeholders.
Keep it Clean Partnership and Watershed Plan

Since 2014, WWE has worked with the Keep It Clean Partnership (KICP) on
multiple projects including (1) Boulder Creek-St. Vrain Creek 319 Watershed Plan, (2)
Coordinated Instream Monitoring Program for the overall Boulder Creek-St. Vrain Creek
basin, (3) development of an annual water quality report, and (4) consolidated water quality
database for Boulder County communities. The 319 Watershed Plan provides a framework
for better understanding and addressing impaired stream segments in the watershed. The
KICP, a partnership of communities sharing, coordinating and developing resources to
8
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reduce stormwater pollution within the Boulder Creek and St. Vrain Creek watersheds,
led the effort to develop this Watershed Plan in accordance with guidance from the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency.
South St. Vrain Creek Restoration Planning and Design (WWE)

Scott Schrieber led a team of professional consultants to produce a holistic preliminary
design for the entire 3.2-mile reach, which also included developing further refined
plans for sub-reaches that were eligible for funding from the Emergency Watershed
Protection Program. The channel was severely altered during the September 2013 floods
with significant aggradation and channel migration. The stream reach includes several
homes and private lands, many of which suffered significant flood damage. In addition, five
ditch diversions and their associated infrastructure were destroyed, as well as a diversion for a
municipal water supply.
Big Thompson River Corridor Master Plan (WWE)

In 2017, WWE led the creation of the Big Thompson River Corridor Master Plan that
would serve as a road map for the City of Loveland to address geomorphic concerns.
The project evaluated hydraulic issues with aggradation and degradation, geomorphic
avulsion potential, and bank stabilization aspects, to name a few, to identify proposed
river improvements for public health and safety as well as recreation. The study area
was evaluated on a reach-by-reach basis, with plans developed for aspects ranging from
flood hazard reduction to trails to additional recreational opportunities. The vision for
the Master Plan was shaped by significant public input received throughout the project
along with the shared vision of previous planning efforts to preserve natural areas for
floodplain, ecological, and other community benefits. The Master Plan project was
funded by both the City of Loveland and a CDBG-DR planning grant through DOLA.
South Platte Decision Support System (SPDSS) Surface Water StateMod Model St. Vrain
Basin (DiNatale)

DiNatale Water developed a StateMod surface water model of the St. Vrain River Basin as
part of the SPDSS. The model uses a data-centered approach that incorporates data from the
State’s hydrologic database, HydroBase, consumptive use analyses, and other information
collected as part of the SPDSS over the past decade. The resulting StateMod model was
integrated with models of other major watersheds in the South Platte basin to form a basinwide planning tool. The tool will help water users and administrators evaluate alternative
water-administration strategies, promote information and data sharing to better understand
and improve water system operations, and facilitate regional water resource planning
decisions in the wake of climate change.
Rio Grande Cooperative Project & Boatable Days Analysis (DiNatale)

The San Luis Valley Irrigation District (Irrigation District) and Colorado Parks and
Wildlife (CPW), with the financial assistance of the Colorado Water Conservation
Board (CWCB) developed the Rio Grande Cooperative Project. DiNatale Water
Consultants is serving as the project manager on the Rio Grande Cooperative Project,
a collaborative effort between the Irrigation District and CPW to develop operational
scenarios designed to optimize the operations of Rio Grande and Beaver Park Reservoirs
to enhance yields for the Irrigation District, CPW and other water users and provide for
environmental and recreational enhancements. DiNatale Water Consultants developed
a water rights and operations model of the Rio Grande River main stem in Colorado
to analyze the impacts of alterative scenarios of coordinated operations for municipal
and industrial uses, augmentation, environmental and recreation purposes, Rio Grande
River Compact compliance, and overall river administration. Related to this effort, the
Rio Grande Basin Planning Model, developed by DiNatale Water, was used to quantify
© Biohabitats, Inc.
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the number of days that boats could float through several reaches on the Rio Grande
main stem. Last year, due to such enhanced reservoir operations developed by DiNatale
Water, the boating season on the Rio Grande was extended by three weeks.

REFERENCES (PAST 18 MONTHS)
CONTACT

ORGANIZATION

CONTACT INFORMATION

WORKED WITH

Mid-America Regional Council,
Transportation and Environment

816/474.4240
tjacobs@marc.org

Biohabitats

Rick Bachand, Environmental Program Manager

City of Fort Collins,
Natural Areas Department

970/416.2183
rbachand@fcgov.com

Biohabitats

Rachel Steeves, Environmental Planner

City of Fort Collins,
Natural Areas Department

970/221.6641
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Public Works Department
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Wright Water Engineers

Tom Jacobs, Environmental Program Director

Work Plan

T

his Work Pan provides more detail on our approach to the scope of work,
following each of the major tasks and individual subtasks presented in the grant
application. All of the deliverables and proposed task schedule listed in the grant
application will be completed as part of this scope unless otherwise modified
by the District. We understand that success of at the end of Phase 1 means both
stakeholder support for the SMP vision and framework, and baseline documentation of
river health, demand gaps, infrastructure needs, and priority reaches and next steps.

TASK 1 – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND COMMUNITY OUTREACH
Building trust and capacity is one of the most important outcomes of Phase 1. The
District has made excellent progress on this task through precedent projects, and
the recent SMP grant application strengthened that foundation. Our team is pleased
to support the District with this complex effort and brings a network of existing
relationships and a range of specialty skills including understanding process design and
facilitation (Claudia Browne & Heather Bergman), municipal and agricultural water
needs and constraints (Travis Smith and Kelly DiNatale), community perspectives
(Coalitions), and existing water quality partnerships (Jane Clary). Our approach to
Task 1 is, therefore, to build further capacity and trusting relationships and set up
mechanisms for ongoing dialogue by

MARC stakeholder meeting

»
»
»
»
»
»

Listening to and incorporating needs and desires of all stakeholders
Setting, sharing, and meeting planning timelines
Building connections among stakeholders based on common interests
Providing clear, creative materials that demystify SMPs
Asking clear questions to solicit input, and
Reporting back in transparent ways.

Subtask 1.1 –Key Stakeholder Kickoff Meeting

A kickoff meeting sets the course of a project and requires meticulous preparation. At
the outset of the project, we will gather key stakeholders including water rights owners,
agriculture producers, property owners, public land and wildlife managers, water
managers, representatives of environment and recreation uses,and watershed groups. The
purpose of the meeting will be to introduce the project team, review roles and contact
information and to establish a shared understanding of the items below.
» Purpose: Review and solicit feedback on the core purpose of the SMP
10
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» Process: Review the Phase 1 scope of work and proposed approach
» Risks: Identify any issues or concerns of the group and how they might be addressed
» Roles: Discuss when and how stakeholders want to be involved, including possibly
forming a Core Advisory Group (and its responsibilities in terms of communication
and technical engagement)
» Metrics: Have stakeholders participate in defining meaningful participation
» Community engagement: Review of general approach to community outreach
Subtask 1.2 –Stakeholder Engagement Plan

With input from the stakeholders at the kickoff meeting, we will prepare a Stakeholder
Engagement Plan as the playbook for the SMP process and a foundation for Phase 1 as
outlined below.
» Who’s who? Assuming a Core Advisory Group structure is agreed upon, our team
would solicit input from the key stakeholders and draft guidance on engaging their
respective groups as to how to serve as liaisons between the technical team and
those groups. Any formal group must ensure a balanced representation of interests,
e.g., based on a fair allocation of seats by sector and geography.
» What issues will stakeholders consider and why? A key part of this part of the Plan
is to manage expectations and establish what is NOT being tackled by the group in
the Phase 1 process.
» Where and When? The plan will establish a meeting schedule with general meeting
topics and expectations for access to meeting minutes and documents. Both
formal and informal engagement is important—we expect to gather feedback in
conference rooms, coffee shops, and on the creeks. For formal engagement, we
suggest integrating the stakeholder effort into the technical efforts for a consistent
path of engagement throughout the process. (See Fee section on page 20.)
» How will the stakeholders participate? Engagement principles include formal
and informal agreements that include general good communication practices,
commitments (e.g., for meeting attendance, delivery and review of minutes and
other documents, etc.), and protocols.

Educational river tours

Meetings with property owners

Subtask 1.3 –Implement Stakeholder Engagement Plan

Stakeholder engagement can transform how a watershed works together, as stakeholders
engage problems together, reach progressive agreements, and find common solutions. In
contrast, if stakeholders are only offered a chance to review solutions crafted by others,
they do not cohere into a team that can resolve problems together. Our approach will
engineer incremental successes by ordering topics and managing group dynamics to
build collaboration across historical divides and create enduring capacity for shared
problem solving over time.
We will work with the District to implement the Stakeholder Engagement Plan through
an efficient and coordinated effort, as outlined below.
» We propose to conduct a rapid survey online, by phone, or in-person (for hard-toreach individuals) that will introduce stakeholders to the SMP’s overarching vision
and stakeholder’s priority goals and objectives.
» Peak Facilitation will lead stakeholder meetings, provide continuity and familiarity
with many of the key stakeholders, and ensure that the principles set forth in the
Stakeholder Engagement Plan—including especially respect and fairness—are
adhered to throughout the process.
» We will document meetings including themes, agreements, actions, and dissenting
opinions along with follow-up steps for resolution. These meeting minutes will be
© Biohabitats, Inc.
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provided to stakeholders for review and approval.
» We also propose a series of supplemental educational workshops and materials
offered between meetings to enrich discussions on potential strategies—e.g.
cooperative reservoir agreements for storage and releases—which may be critical
to Phase 2 decisions. With support from the technical team, workshops could
be hosted by the watershed coalitions or presented online and recorded to offset
project costs.
Subtasks 1.4 & 1.5 – Develop & Implement A Community Outreach Plan

Based on input from the stakeholders provided at their kickoff meeting, our team will
prepare the Community Outreach Plan to cover the items below.

“Report backs” and follow-up
communication are key to people feeling
heard particularly when differences of
opinion exist. As appropriate, we will
work with the District to ensure key team
members, including the Project Manager,
circle back to talk with stakeholders who
hold differing opinions that could inform
or impair project progress and identify
acceptable ways to handle the issue.

» Who? Outreach is intended for both general community members as well as target
user groups.
» What & Why? Outreach efforts will provide a description of the process and help
identify persons with local knowledge relevant to the project. Base mapping and
graphics will help provide orientation/common understanding of the watershed and
will incorporate LWOG’s materials from the Stewardship Manual and upcoming
Adaptive Management Framework to help strengthen consistent messages.
» Where? General informational outreach will meet people where they are and
will piggyback on existing watershed coalition efforts such as disseminating
information at the Farmers Market and community events.
» When and How? Up to 3 community “meetings”/outreach events will be scheduled
to coincide with the beginning, middle and end of the Phase 1 to share technical
process information and identify data gaps such as conditions in unassessed reaches.
Other specifics about the community information exchange will be decided based on
discussions with the stakeholders. As desired, we will work with the coalitions and the
District to seek additional resources for supplemental outreach for targeted groups and
stakeholders such as “tours of the shed” from Buttonrock Reservoir to the confluence
with the South Platte River.

TASK 2 – EXISTING DATA COLLECTION AND REVIEW
Reliable data that is presented well is the foundation of your SMP. Our approach
leverages our current understanding of the system and familiarity with its data and
literature, and next builds on our commitment to transparency and delivering data and
tools so that information is easily accessible and understandable to a range of users.
We’ve found that thinking ahead about who will use information facilitates stakeholder
engagement and partnerships, because the best solutions emerge when complex issues
are accessible to a range of perspectives and organizations.
Subtask 2.1 – Extract and organize information from existing studies and databases.

We have already developed an annotated bibliography of many of the references from
the grant application and will continue to add to it for this subtask. This clearinghouse
of information will be used to identify data gaps and can be incorporated into the database created in Task 2.2. Other possible information to be processed include: water supply portfolios; current consumptive and non-consumptive water use compiled from the
StateMod inputs; DWR administrative records; projected future water demand, storage,
and conservation studies from Longmont and other stakeholders; state CDSS databases
and tools including HydroBase, spatial data, geographical information systems, and
spreadsheet models; and Statewide Water Supply Initiatives (SWSI) resources to link
data from various studies to existing local, state, and federal data and analysis tools.
We expect to find information gaps where original data are missing or poorly docu12
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mented, where data are not in machine-readable formats, where data must be translated
or related to other information, and where the scales of data collection are incompatible,
usually because of spatial or temporal scales. For example, the State’s Water Efficiency
Data Portal provides water use data, but only since 2013 and not for all water providers
in the basin. Our team will carefully evaluate whether we can cross-reference or link
datasets to answer questions and decide what can be done immediately with “simple”
analysis before recommending additional data collection. The final step in Subtask 2.1
will be to prioritize the acquisition and processing of missing or incompatible data.
Subtask 2.2 - Create an on-line spatial GIS database to house or link to existing
information and data.

The greatest challenge in this task is
creating a geospatial database from
multiple studies and scales, but our
team is at the forefront of developing
flexible solutions to facilitate
collaboration. As a starting point
for discussion with the District and
stakeholders and to demonstrate our
familiarity with on-line geospatial
databases, we set up a pilot mapping
application for this project. We
Screenshot of example geospatial platform, accessible at:
propose to build off this type of
http://biohabitats.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Styler/index.html?appid=1bb246adb9bd4518b5494e2cbc93cd3c
platform to include links to resources
and dynamic data sets from
e.g., USGS and Hydrobase. Additionally, cloud-based feature services could be provided
for the District and its key partners to share and download data sets.
Subtask 2.3 – Develop a publicly accessible web-based mapping interface

While it is relatively straightforward to provide a web-based mapping interface with
available spatial data layers (such as the demo map noted above), the challenge is to link
data that allow users to evaluate issues such as comparing historical streamflows or the
ability to satisfy demand from municipal, agricultural, or other target flows. Based on
experience, we recommend that at this phase of the project, we focus on collecting and
organizing important datasets to ensure that the SMP has access to useful data and
information and developing a prototype to evaluate the effectiveness for users. Depending
on temporal and spatial scales, multiple data views may be needed for different purposes.
Sources of data may also vary, such as simulated data from StateMod, and observations
from the USGS, DWR, or other sources. A robust solution might involve accessing data
from original sources at the time a visualization is requested or pre-processing the data to
improve performance and as needed to produce a specific product.
We will work with the District to provide a spectrum of options and an explanation of
the tradeoffs that each solution entails. We will automate the procedures that process
data to support online tools to streamline implementation and facilitate adjustments
when datasets are updated.

TASK 3 – HYDROLOGY CHARACTERIZATION, DEMAND SHORTAGE, AND
RECREATION ASSESSMENT
The purpose of this task is to characterize point flows in St. Vrain and Left Hand
Creeks to assess the existing and future water needs for agricultural, domestic and
recreational users, and for general environmental issues. (Note that quantification
of numeric environmental flow targets is slated to occur in Phase 2.) To meet these
objectives, our team’s approach is described in the subtasks below.
© Biohabitats, Inc.
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Subtask 3.1 – South Platte Decision Support System (SPDSS) Analysis and Hydrology
Characterization

Leveraging tools we know well and helped to develop, our team will use the South
Platte Decision Support System (SPDSS) in combination with an existing StateMod
model to asses existing water supply and allocation in response to each use category
within the basin. For Phase 1, this model of the St. Vrain and Left Hand Creek Basin
will focus on the following objectives:
» Extract and summarize monthly flows at all key structures and stream gages from
existing SPDSS model for natural flow and historical conditions, diversions and
irrigated acreage under each structure.
» Develop a user interface that will import data into Excel or other data structure
that is helpful for analysis in this task and Phase 2
» Develop a data extraction tool will allow for faster evaluation of future conditions
model runs
» Sort and summarize results by wet, dry and average conditions
» Address missing data, e.g., SPDSS modeling has limited data for Lefthand Creek
upstream of the canyon mouth, and historical records are sparse for individual
ditch system on Lefthand Creek. A mass balance approach to Lefthand Creek
systems can be used for a big-picture understanding, because existing modeling
may not represent individual user operations to the degree necessary for more
detailed evaluations contemplated by this project.
Subtask 3.2 – Municipal and Agricultural Diversions Assessment

We propose a combination of field work and evaluation of the existing SPDSS data and
StateMod model to complete this task. Existing municipal demands will be quantified
based on SPDSS diversion records and data from the local stakeholder municipalities,
including use of the data compiled for the SPDSS StateMod modeling effort.
For existing agricultural demands and associated water gaps, we will quantify SPDSS
diversion records for agricultural uses and assess existing irrigation efficiency using the
following approach:

Reservoir operation

Irrigation system assessment
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» Coordinate with water commissioner and key water users in the basin to identify
known areas or structures of concern and establishing contact with water users
› Travis Smith (with DiNatale Water) will initiate many of these contacts. Mr.
Smith is a former ditch superintendent in the San Luis Valley and honed his
skills as a facilitator through his time on the CWCB Board, work with the
Basin Roundtable, and through leading a multi-million dollar multiple-benefit
reservoir rehabilitation project.
› Site visits to various diversion structures, reservoirs, and other known areas of
concern
› Not all water users are open to sharing information about their system or
operations. We do not expect full participation in the field work portion of this
task.
» Catalog infrastructure condition, including photos and brief descriptions of all sites
visited and summary of discussions with water users and stakeholders
» Analyze shortages during dry-year and average-year conditions based on StateMod
results and in-person discussions from the field program.
» Develop irrigation water requirements (IWR) from SPDSS StateCU for the
irrigated lands associated with each diversion structure. Irrigated acreage data and
crop types will be estimated based on data from SPDSS and project stakeholders.
» Map existing irrigation practices associated with each structure in the basin based
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on input from project stakeholders and field reconnaissance.
» Quantify dry-year and average-year agricultural water shortage estimates by
subtracting the IWR from the modeled available water on a structure basis,
incorporating any additional relevant information gained from the field program.
Subtask 3.3 – Recreational Flow Study

Recreational water uses in the St. Vrain and Left Hand Creeks are important social and
economic drivers in the basin and bring together hikers, boaters, birders, photographers,
fishermen and more. Assessing water needs for recreational attributes, requires
evaluating streamflow and how variable flow rates affect the quality, quantity, and
timing of river-related recreation, such as whitewater boating or float-fishing. American
Whitewater’s (AW’s) study progression first defines flows that support recreational uses
along a range of `acceptable’ and `optimal’ flows - developed by overall and specific
Flow Evaluation surveys. Subsequent quantification of recreation opportunities (e.g.
`boatable days’) is completed by assessing the number of days within a period of study,
when defined recreational flows are present in the study’s stream reach. AW developed
`Boatable days’ as a quantitative metric most relevant to 1) describe current flowdependent recreation opportunities and 2) evaluate how future flow conditions may
affect existing recreational opportunities.
Recreational flow needs will be developed utilizing AW’s boatable days study and
integrating it with the StateMOD model to evaluate recreational flow water gaps.
Currently, AW’s National River Database identifies four primary recreational sections
in St. Vrain Creek and one section in Left Hand Creek which will be the primary focus
of the study. However, it is anticipated that additional reaches will be evaluated for
potential recreational use, including reaches from Lyons to Longmont and Longmont to
I-25. DiNatale Water has developed a similar “fishable days” tool for the Rio Grande
in conjunction with Trout Unlimited, which we envision including in this Phase, if
desired by SVLHWCD and stakeholders, as it offers additional data for a recreational
flow evaluation..

Boatable days survey

Whitewater recreation

Subtask 3.4/3.5 – Climate Change Scenarios / Future Demand Analysis
FUTURE SUPPLY

In order to evaluate potential water gaps as a result of climate change, future hydrologic
impacts to the basin will need to be assessed. The project team anticipates using
CWCB’s Climate Change in Colorado: A Synthesis to Support Water Resources
Management and Adaptation (2014) and the Colorado Water Plan/SWSI climate
scenarios as the basis for providing the District and project stakeholders with a better
understanding of potential impacts to water supply and demands resulting from climate
change. We anticipate climate change scenarios, corresponding to the projected
streamflow variability and temperature change at historical (baseline), the 10th
percentile, median and 90th percentile level, will be evaluated as part of this Phase of
the project. These four scenarios can be incorporated into the SPDSS StateMod model
for the basin by modifying hydrologic inputs as well as adjustment to demands.
FUTURE MUNICIPAL DEMANDS

Municipal demand is shaped by natural factors, infrastructure growth, and behavior.
We recommend the Integrated Urban Water Model (IUWM) (https://erams.com/
documentation/iuwm/), developed by CSU’s One Water Solutions Institute, for
estimating water demand under varying climate change scenarios and in light of water
conservation and reuse.
The IUWM is very good at simulating the spatially explicit effects of urban
© Biohabitats, Inc.
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water management strategies including wastewater reuse, graywater reuse, indoor
conservation, urban irrigation conservation and stormwater capture and use. Demands
are projected for residential indoor, commercial, industrial and institutional indoor
and outdoor uses separately. The model works on a daily timestep and easily integrates
alternative climate scenarios.
FUTURE AGRICULTURAL DEMANDS

To assess long term water agricultural demands in response to climate change, the IWR
analysis will be updated based on projected climate change scenarios. Climate change
scenarios will be developed in the StateCU model using precipitation and temperature
data sets which have been altered to represent a range of future climate projections.
The CWCB Climate Change Report provides a basis for estimating changes in mean
temperatures and precipitation. Similar to the supply analysis, it is anticipated that a
minimum of four climate change scenarios, corresponding to the projected temperature
and precipitation variability at historical (baseline) the 10th percentile, median and
90th percentile level will be evaluated as part of this Phase of the project.
Subtask 3.6 Assess Need for Additional Point Flow analysis

Conversion to a daily model for the entire basin at this stage would be unnecessary and
cost prohibitive. Instead the Phase 1 analysis can inform where future efforts should be
focused to convert portions of the model to a daily timestep as a refinement and more
detailed analyses related to specific project opportunities. Selecting areas will require
careful discussion with stakeholders to tailor the tool to the specific resource of interest.
For example, monthly flow is sufficient for many agricultural and municipal needs but
are likely inadequate for boating and fishing evaluations. Generally, supply, demand and
yield for systems with reservoir storage capability are able to be reasonably simulated
with monthly flow because reservoirs can buffer the intramonth variability. Where
reservoir storage is not available, the system or daily flows are critical, so daily modeling
may be required to refine yield estimates. Our team has managed these options before
and can prioritize the process so that the data can answer the relevant questions without
using any resources to generate information that will not be used.

TASK 4 – RIVER HEALTH ASSESSMENT
Our approach to Task 4 involves the items below, as described further in the subtask
descriptions:

Stream assessment

» Fully integrating results from Tasks 1,2, and 3 to customize the assessment.
» Strategically using the desktop analysis for the entire planning area to guide areas
of rapid field assessments of select reaches
» Focusing on locations where critical river health issues overlap with infrastructure
issues and demand shortages (both existing and future) as candidate opportunity
areas for more detailed evaluation.
» Incorporating watershed health and select indicators in a vulnerability analysis to
capture large scale threats
» Creating a decision support matrix for evaluating stacked benefits and prioritizing
reaches based on SMP goals and objectives
Subtask 4.1. Develop Stream Health Assessment Framework

The Biohabitats/WWE Team will develop a stream health assessment framework
calibrated specifically to the study area. We have developed similar frameworks for
watershed assessments, including portions of the St. Vrain, and will integrate our
experience into the customized approach for this study. We plan to use FACStream as
the basic structure of this assessment but will customize it to reflect the objectives of
the project and stakeholder input. FACStream was developed in Colorado using Colorado
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creeks and rivers to cover geomorphology, hydrology, biology and physiochemistry at nested
sclaes from watershed to reach level. FACStream not only provides descriptions of existing
conditions but also aids in diagnosing causes of impairments and developing treatments for
those impairments. It also provides a platform for communicating with stakeholders to aid
in understanding existing conditions of the river systems, how impairments impact them,
and possible solutions that will benefit them.
As requested by the District, this initial assessment sets up a living
framework to serve as a foundation that will be continually built
upon and improved as additional information is developed.
Subtask 4.2. Create Planning Zones

We will divide the study area into relatively homogenous zones and
reaches based on stream and watershed location (see example). For
the initial watershed-wide assessment, the reaches will be scaled
appropriately in relation to the larger watershed area and based on
existing infrastructure such as diversions and flow gaging stations.
Evaluations of slopes, hydrology, bedforms and other geomorphic
characteristics along with ecosystems types will be evaluated to
determine planning zones.
Subtask 4.3. Conduct Desktop and Rapid Field Evaluations

To make the best use of time in the field, this subtask will be
completed in three main steps.

3-D view of watershed with example zones

» First, we will conduct a desktop analysis to synthesize geospatial data for the entire
watershed, providing a relatively quick and comprehensive overview of the systems
health. Much of this analysis will be based on the data we have already collected,
additional data obtained as part of Task 2 and the Team’s experience through
previous projects. This desktop analysis can provide the base maps for an atlas-type
guide for the project area and illustrate environmental and recreational values and
stresses throughout the watershed.
» Second, we will use a GIS model to find opportunity areas where preliminary
stream conditions overlap with infrastructure and demand issues from Task 3.
These intersections of needs and values will identify potential future Focus Areas.
While we won’t be identifying priority reaches or specific Focus Areas yet, these
broader opportunity areas will likely contain reaches that we eventually identify
later in the process.
» Third, we will visit the potential opportunity areas to perform rapid field
assessments to document conditions using a digital database with georeferenced
photographs to further refine the river health assessment. Our two field teams will
consist of two people per team with differing expertise, e.g. a riparian ecologist and
a fluvial geomorphologist, working together over a 2-week period.
As many of these areas have been either recently studied or had actual projects constructed along
them, updating information from existing master plans and design documents will provide
efficiencies in this process. Also, interviews with coalition leads and boards members will provide
a wealth of information in performing the desktop and rapid field assessments. This subtask will
result in rankings of individual reach conditions by zone and stream.
Note, as an additional service, we could include drone surveys of select reaches to
support the baseline documentation and transition into more detailed evaluation in
Phase 2.
© Biohabitats, Inc.

Our team has already developed a
working ecological GIS model of the area
for nearby projects and can easily modify
it to meet the project needs to help the
District leverage its resources.
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Subtask 4.4. Evaluate River/Watershed Health

What often happens at this stage in regional-scale planning projects is that reach
condition information gets “averaged out” or is buried and difficult to access for
future decision-making. Stream-focused assessments also don’t adequately capture the
larger stressors and watershed resiliency issues. To ensure a robust, scientifically based
evaluation our approach to this subtask will:
Dry stream bed

» Use project goals and objectives to guide which condition attributes to zoom in on
as most relevant to project needs.
» Use complimentary indicators of watershed-scale health and stresses to overlay with
the condition information task
» Model a vulnerability or sensitivity analysis to map potential focus areas based on
this synthesis of reach condition and watershed resiliency.
Much of this information has already been developed and is being used by our team in the
region and can be easily adapted to this SMP project. We can include the analysis in our
interactive mapping to help stakeholders understand interrelationships and reach rankings.
Subtask 4.5. Characterize Challenges

Agricultural needs

Using the list of priority stream health and recreational values identified by stakeholders
and community input in Task 1 and based on our data analyses up to this point, we will
characterize the challenges to river health due to existing and future demands related to
agricultural, municipal, and recreational uses. From surveys Biohabitats conducted with
state-wide stakeholders during the early launching of the SMP process, the challenges
may fit into overarching categories related to altered and low flows, irrigation needs,
creating more incentives, storage needs, and habitat concerns. These challenges will be
integrated into the prioritization criteria below.
Subtask 4.6. Develop Prioritization Criteria

Example of watershed focus areas

We will compile results from subtasks 4.1 through 4.5 and develop a preliminary set
of criteria to rank and select the top priority reaches for management strategies. We
will then solicit input from stakeholders during meetings held as part of Subtask 1.3
using this set of criteria. This type of information has been developed multiple ways
in previous stream management plans. We have found that the best representation
is both a graphical and a numerical understanding for comparison of stakeholder
values identified in previous tasks. Examples of approaches that we have used include
decision-support matrices that score reaches based on the benefits project opportunities
could provide. Another approach is to use the base mapping of watershed health and
flow indicators (see example) with upcoming project locations to highlight potential
watershed focus areas.
Subtask 4.7. Draft Watershed Focus Areas

Based on the results of the previous subtasks, the Biohabitats Team will draft a list of
watershed focus areas and identify outstanding data needs for each. This information
will be presented visually as well as be provided in a spatial database. We will work with
he District and stakeholders to select a format that is most appealing to the user group.
Stream Management Plans recently completed or underway, will provide precedents to
review and compare to develop the best possible presentation of information.

TASK 5 REPORT PREPARATION
Our team will prepare an online interactive report that summarizes water resource gaps,
stream health by reach, focus areas, and next steps for priority reaches per the grant
application.
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Subtask 5.1 – Draft report

The purpose of the report will be to provide a tool to help guide the District and its partners
when evaluating future project phases and opportunities. We will work with the District and
stakeholders to select a specific online report format through evolving conversations about how
to best communicate to various audiences. Site-specific summaries for each focus areas could
consist of 2-4 page fact sheets highlighting watershed considerations, stream health condition
and issues, applicable goals and objectives, potential types of opportunities, data gaps and
next steps. We will prepare an example template for client review early in the planning process
so that as we prepare information it will easily fold into the report format. The online report
will contain links to online maps for additional reference; and similarly, the online map of
focus areas can link to fact sheets and photographs for easy cross-referencing. The report will
be visually appealing with heavy use of graphics and photographs to be accessible to a wide
audience.

Example sub-watershed mapping of multiple
values and needs

Subtask 5.2 – Final report

We will expect to follow an agreed-upon flow of document production, as experience has taught
us that clarity and timelines are critical to wrapping up complex planning documents! Although
we anticipate regular dialogue that shapes the report chapters and the form they take, upon
delivery of the draft report to the District, it will be most efficient for the District to distribute and
compile a single set of comments in a determined interval. For the final report submittal, we will
incorporate the revisions to the complete draft.

TASK 6 PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Biohabitats will be the single-point of contact responsible for managing the project including
coordinating with the District, distributing work within the team, managing the team’s
scheduling and budget performance, managing quality control/ quality assurance for all
technical work and deliverables, and performing contract administration functions. Our job
is to make it easy for the District and its stakeholders/partners to understand where the project
stands at any moment and that expectations are met and managed. We have used a variety of
project management systems depending on the client’s needs and customs and will select an
approach that is the best fit for the District.
SUBTASK 6.1 - COORDINATE WITH PROJECT TEAM

At the outset of the project, we will hold a client kickoff meeting to review the scope,
schedule, communication expectations, and to discuss available information resources
compiled by the District. We will explore using an online format for project information
sharing to reduce email traffic and as agreeable to all users. Regular project team meetings
will be held, e.g., biweekly during active periods of the project, at a minimum monthly.
Additionally, we believe in responsive and personal service, and the District’s project lead
will have open, direct access to Biohabitat’s project manager via email and cell phone to
address coordination issues which may arise.
SUBTASK 6.2 - COMPILE MONTHLY SUBCONSULTANT INVOICES; TRACK PROJECT BUDGET,
DELIVERABLES, AND SCHEDULE AND DOCUMENT IN MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORTS

Biohabitats has standard systems in place, relying heavily on Deltek Vision software and
Sharepoint to track our progress. Monthly progress reports accompany invoices to track
project budget and summarize subconsultant invoices, work completed, and deliverables.
SUBTASK 6.3 - DEVELOP REQUIRED CWCB 6-MONTH PROGRESS REPORTS

We will prepare progress reports at the 6-month milestones to describe project status.
The reports will be complete and brief, consolidating information from monthly
progress reports to the District. As such, the reports will summarize specific task
progress and any issues that arose along with corrective response actions.

© Biohabitats, Inc.
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Fee Estimate

O

ur fee for the scope of work described herein is summarized in the table below, which generally follows the District’s
estimated budget from the grant application while reflecting our approach of how to provide best value.

TASK

FEE

EXPENSES

Tasks 1 Stakeholder Engagement and Community Outreach

$26,560

$540

$27,100

Task 2 Existing Data Collection and Review

$27,000

$550

$27,550

Task 3 Demand Shortage & Infrastructure Assessment

$74,450

$650

$75,100

Task 4 River Health Assessment

$81,700

$900

$82,600

Task 5 Compile Results

$39,050

$225

$39,275

$ 41,220

$105

Task 6 Project Management
Biohabitats Subtotal

TOTAL

$41,325
$292,950

In addition to the fee for services listed above, American Whitewater intends to contribute $7,000 in in-kind
services to assist with the recreational boating analysis.
VALUE & ASSUMPTIONS
VALUE

Our fee is structured to include the following added value/benefits:

» We kept the Task 1 budget near the estimate to allow ease of grant tracking, but we split the allocation of the 8 stakeholder
meetings between tasks to provide increased engagement and meaningful integration of stakeholders in the technical
process. Therefore, the Task 1 fee covers the kickoff and 3 progress check ins, and the remaining 4 stakeholder meetings are
incorporated into Tasks 2-5.
» Community outreach dollars will be stretched by incorporating SMP outreach into other events and efforts coalitions are
involved in.
» Biohabitat’s time for stakeholder meetings is included task 6.1 as part of team coordination.
» Significant savings are recognized in Task 2 because of the team’s familiarity with the data and extent of resources already
collected. This savings allows resources to be redistributed to the remaining technical tasks.
ASSUMPTIONS

The following assumptions also apply to this proposal:

» The duration of the work will be one year, in accordance with an agreed upon schedule established at the kickoff meeting.
» All information will be provided to the team in a timely manner in accordance with the schedule, and delays in reviews and
delivery of materials from the stakeholders could result in the need for schedule modification.
» The District and stakeholders will help arrange for access and contact information for the field assessments.
» All travel expenses are billed as Reimbursables.
» Printing and Shipping. The fees for the project are based on Biohabitats providing electronic copies of all memos, reports,
sketches, drawings, and documents. If paper copies are required, paper copies will be supplied on a Time & Materials basis
and billed as Reimbursables.
» The scope of work does not include topographic survey or identification or remediation of hazardous, toxic or radioactive
waste.
» Optional additional services are available from our associates – Miller Ecological and Chinook Landscape Architects—as
agreed upon by the District and billed as Additional Time and Materials.
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Claudia A. Browne
Senior Water Resources Specialist/Conservation Planner/Southern Rocky
Mountain Bioregion Leader
EMPLOYMENT

2003 – Present Biohabitats, Inc., Denver, CO, Southern Rocky Mountain Bioregion
Leader/Senior Water Resources Specialist
1995 – 2003
Brand & Associates, Denver, CO, Principal/Water Resources Specialist
1989 – 1995
ICF Kaiser Engineers, Fairfax, VA, Project Manager
1984 – 1988
Goldberg-Zoino Associates, Boston, MA, Environmental Scientist
EDUCATION

M.S., Graduate Degree Program of Ecology, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO
B.S., Department of Natural Resources, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY,
TECHNICAL TRAINING

Conservation Coach Network; Certified Master Soil Consultant, Corvallis OR and Advisory
Training, Soil Food Web Program, Albuquerque, NM; Riparian Buffer Systems, Professional
Training Program, University of Maryland
EXPERIENCE

Ms. Browne has over 25 years of experience in conservation and restoration planning, water resource management, and riparian and
wetland habitat assessments and maintenance. Her conservation and restoration planning capabilities include Conservation Action
Planning (Conservation By Design) process facilitation, ecological master planning, restoration plan development, recreation impact
analysis, ecosystem services evaluation, revegetation planning, GIS mapping and landscape ecology analysis, buffer protection policy
analysis, and public education related to environmental issues. Other skills include groundwater monitoring well installations, surface water
and groundwater data collection and evaluation, soil sampling and data evaluation, point-flow analysis, water budgets, conceptual
hydrogeologic model development, and groundwater modeling (Groundwater Vistas). Ms. Browne’s strengths include project organization
and budget management; staff development; technical writing; problem solving; and working with diverse members of the public, private
sector, regulatory agencies, and technical communities. Ms. Browne’s experience also includes environmental site assessments, remediation
of contaminated soils and groundwater including managing multi-million-dollar site investigation and remediation contracts involving the
supervision of multiple teams of subcontractors and a large field team.
RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Regional Green Infrastructure Plan, Mid-America Regional Council, Kansas City, MO.
St. Vrain Creek Riparian Corridor Protection Plan, Longmont, CO.
Colorado Stream Management Plan Workshop, Denver, CO
Riparian Inventory and Assessment, Boulder County, CO.
Riparian Buffer Evaluation and Wetland Ordinance Support, City of Boulder CO.
Cache la Poudre River Natural Area Management Plan &
Wetland and Riparian Restoration On-Call, City of Fort Collins, CO.
City of Denver Ecological Restoration On-Call, Denver, CO.
Wetland and Riparian Mapping and Functional Assessment, City of Boulder, CO.
Boulder Reservoir Environmental Inventory and Analysis, Boulder, CO.
Big Thompson Priority Reach 30% Design Project, Loveland CO
Master Plan for Retreat Center/Office/Youth Camp, Private Ranch, Austin, TX.
Thunderbird Lake Restoration Options and Adaptive Management, City of Boulder, CO.
Rock Creek III, IV & V Stream Restorations, La Plata County, CO.

Vincent L. Sortman
Senior Fluvial Geomorphologist
EMPLOYMENT

1997 – Present
1996 – 1997
1993 – 1996
1989 – 1993
1988 – 1989

Biohabitats, Inc., Denver, CO, Senior Fluvial Geomorphologist
Brightwater, Inc., Ellicott City, MD, Fluvial Geomorphologist
Maryland Department of the Environment, Baltimore, MD, Technical Advisor
Morris & Ritchie Associates, Towson, MD, Hydrologist
Johnson, Mirmiran & Thompson, Towson, MD, Hydrologist

EDUCATION

M.S., Geosciences, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO, 1988
B.S., Geological Sciences, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA, 1981
TECHNICAL TRAINING

Rosgen Levels I-IV, Wildland Hydrology, Inc., 1993 (I), 1997 (II), 1999 (III), 2000 (IV)
Fluvial Sediment Transport: Its Measurement, Analysis, and Prediction, Wildland Hydrology, Pagosa Springs, CO, 1998.
EXPERIENCE

Mr. Sortman has over 25 years of experience in fluvial geomorphology and hydrology. He is proficient in the use of the Rosgen stream
classification system, natural stream restoration techniques, regenerative stream restoration techniques, soil bioengineering stabilization,
riparian plantings, constructed wetlands, and water quality Best Management Practices.
Mr. Sortman is an accomplished field investigator in stream and watershed studies. His field expertise includes assessing channel
conditions, surveying channel cross sections and slopes, performing pebble counts and bank stability analyses, stream classification
(Rosgen), measuring stream temperature and flow, assessing wetland and seep recharge functions, and evaluating chemical and physical
characteristics of stormwater discharge. Mr. Sortman is skilled in all aspects of hydrological investigations, including watershed modeling,
and floodplain hydraulics analyses. He is proficient in the use of hydrologic and hydraulic models such as TR-55, TR-20, HEC-RAS, and
HY- 8. Mr. Sortman has taught principles of fluvial geomorphology, the Rosgen stream classification system and stream restoration
techniques at workshops sponsored by the Environmental Protection Agency, Natural Resource Conservation Service and state and local
government agencies.
RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Left Hand Creek Implementation Project, Central Federal Lands
Dickens Farm Park Master Plan, City of Longmont, CO.
Left Hand Creek Restoration at 63rd Street Extension, LWOG
Riparian Inventory and Assessment, Boulder County
St. Vrain Creek Riparian Corridor Protection Plan, City of Longmont, CO.
South Boulder Creek Aquatic Habitat Improvement Design-Build Project, City of Boulder, CO.
Boulder Creek Confluence Restoration, City of Boulder, CO
Udall Natural Area Restoration Design-Build, City of Fort Collins, CO
Longview Trail Wetland Mitigation, City of Fort Collins, CO
Tarryall Creek Stream Restoration Design-Build, Park County, CO
Miller Park Bird Refuge Restoration and Enhancement, Salt Lake City, Utah
Jemez River Fish Habitat Structure Restoration, Santa Fe National Forest, NM
McMurry Natural Area Restoration/Sterling Pond & Dam Removal Design-Build (Fort Collins)
Beaver Creek Stream Restoration Design-Build (LaPlata County)
Tarryall Creek Stream Restoration Design-Build, Park County, CO.
© Biohabitats, Inc.

Michael S. Lighthiser, PE, LEED AP
Senior Engineer
EMPLOYMENT

2001 – Present
1999 – 2001
1995 – 1997
1992 – 1994

Biohabitats, Inc., Denver, CO, Senior Engineer
Philip Williams & Associates, Ltd., Corte Madera, CA, Hydrologist
Peace Corps, Dominican Republic, Environmental Sanitation Specialist
E.P. Ferris and Associates, Inc., Columbus, OH, Civil Engineer-in-Training

EDUCATION

M.Eng., Water Resources, Civil and Environmental Eng., UC Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, 1999
B.S., Civil Engineering, the Ohio State University, Columbus, OH, 1992
PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATION

Colorado Professional Engineer, License Number PE-38750, 2004. Also IN, KY, OH, CA
LEED Accredited Professional for New Construction (USGBC), 2009
EXPERIENCE

Mr. Lighthiser is a water resources engineer specializing in the restoration of natural systems. He has led and participated in numerous
restoration projects for various types and sizes of streams and wetlands in diverse physiographic regions. His involvement has ranged from
initial site assessment and design development to final construction document production, construction oversight, and monitoring. He has
also helped carry out design/build restoration projects, providing construction guidance to equipment operators and oversight of revegetation efforts. Mr. Lighthiser has experience in the hydrology, hydraulics, and geomorphology of large rivers, creeks, fens, salt marshes,
coastal lagoons, and shorelines. His modeling experience includes both steady and unsteady one-dimensional flow, sedimentation and
erosion, and rainfall/runoff relationships. Mr. Lighthiser has extensive field experience, including morphological surveys of streams, tidal
inlets, and tidal channels; topographical surveys of marshes and shorelines; measurements of water level and velocity; bathymetric surveys;
and wave-data collection.
RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Left Hand Creek Implementation Project, Central Federal Lands
Left Hand Creek Revegetation, Boulder County
Left Hand Creek Restoration at 63rd Street Extension, LWOG
South Boulder Creek Aquatic Habitat Improvement Design-Build Project, City of Boulder
Big Elk Meadow Reservoirs Riparian Restoration Project, Big Elk Meadows
St. Vrain Creek Riparian Corridor Protection Plan, Longmont, CO.
River Bluffs Restoration and Resiliency Plan, Larimer County
Sterling-Josh Ames Restoration Design-Build, Fort Collins
Miller Park Bird Refuge Restoration & Enhancement, Salt Lake City, UT
McMurry Natural Area Restoration Design-Build Phases 1&2, Fort Collins
River Bluffs Restoration & Resiliency Plan, Larimer County
Cottonmouth Creek Restoration at Easton Park, Austin, TX
I25/392 Interchange Wetland Mitigation, Fort Collins
Kingfisher Natural Area Restoration Design-Build, City of Fort Collins, CO.
Jemez River Fish Habitat Structure Restoration, Santa Fe National Forest, New Mexico.
Tarryall Creek Aquatic Habitat and Stream Restoration Design-Build, Park County, CO.
© Biohabitats, Inc.

Susan Sherrod, PhD, CERP
Certified Ecologist
EMPLOYMENT

2013 – Present
Biohabitats, Inc., Denver, CO, Ecologist
2002-04, ‘13, ‘16 UC-Boulder, Denver, and University of Denver, CO, Instructor
2001-2009
Bamberg Ecology, Denver, CO, Associate
2000-2001
USGS and University of Denver Postdoctoral Researcher
1997-1998
UC-Boulder, Boulder, CO, Grant Proposal Coordinator
1993-1994
Tennessee Valley Authority, Knoxville, TN, Environmental Scientist
EDUCATION

Ph.D., Environmental, Population, and Organismic Biology, University of Colorado-Boulder, 1999
B.S., Biological Sciences, Mathematics Minor, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO, 1992
PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATION

The Society of Ecological Restoration, Certified Ecological Restoration Practitioner, 2017
Ecological Society of America, Certified Ecologist, 2016
EXPERIENCE

Dr. Sherrod has over 10 years of professional experience specializing in ecosystem restoration; structural and functional assessments of
landscapes, streams and riparian areas, wetlands, and vegetative communities; plant community design and installation; wetland delineation;
land and T&E species conservation; landscape monitoring; and mine reclamation. She is familiar with a variety of ecosystems including
grassland, wetland, riparian, alpine tundra, subalpine forest, Great Basin, and southwestern deserts. Additionally, Dr. Sherrod is a University
instructor in a variety of ecological topics including ecosystems, human dimensions, and applications to Landscape Architecture.
RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Left Hand Creek Restoration at 63rd Street Extension, LWOG.
Boulder Reservoir Environmental Inventory and Analysis, City of Boulder, CO
2014 Riparian Inventory and Assessment of Post-Flood Conditions, Boulder County Parks and Open Space Properties, CO
Poudre Downtown Master Plan and Whitewater Park, Fort Collins, CO.
Left Hand Creek Revegetation, City of Boulder, CO.
Big Elk Meadows Restoration, Lyons, CO.
Big Thompson Priority Reach 30% Design Project, Loveland, CO
Lake Management Planning, City and County of Denver Parks and Recreation, Denver, CO
Udall Natural Area Riparian Restoration, City of Fort Collins, CO.
Heron Pond Master Plan, Denver, City of Boulder, CO
Kingfisher Point Natural Area Restoration, Fort Collins, CO.
Solterra Bear Creek Tributary and Outfall Maintenance and Adaptive Management, Lakewood, CO.
River Bluffs Restoration and Resilience Feasibility Study, Windsor, CO.
Easton Green Infrastructure and Creek Restoration, Austin, TX.
Chatfield Farms Restoration Concept, Littleton, CO.
McMurry Natural Area Restoration/Sterling Pond and Dam Removal Design-Build, City of Fort Collins
CU South Campus Suitability Analysis, City of Boulder, CO
Benthic Macroinvertebrate Sampling, Brandywine NRG Energy Facility, Brandywine, MD

© Biohabitats, Inc.

Andi Rutherford, PLA, ASLA
Landscape Architect
EMPLOYMENT

2013 – Present
2016 – Present
2012
2010
1999-2008

Biohabitats, Inc., Denver, CO, Landscape Architect
UC Denver, College of Architecture & Planning, Denver, CO, Lecturer
International Design & Development, Cairo, Egypt, LA Intern
UC Denver, College of Architecture & Planning, Graduate Teaching Assistant
Hein Lawn Service, Inc., Wichita, KS, Professional Gardener

EDUCATION

M.L.A., College of Architecture and Planning, University of Colorado Denver, Denver, CO, 2011
B.A., Religion and Philosophy, Friends University, Wichita, KS, 2006
PROFESSIONAL LICENSURE

Landscape Architect: Colorado License #LA1131, New Mexico License #LA574
PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS

CLARB Certified Landscape Architect, 2018
Native Plant Master®, Colorado State University Native Plant Master Program, 2017-2019
Construction Documents Technologist (CDT), Construction Specifications Institute, 2016
Colorado Flora, Colorado State University Extension, Jefferson County, 2014
EXPERIENCE

Ms. Rutherford is a landscape architect whose early professional experience in landscaping and planting design led to a broader pursuit of
design including ecological and wetland restorations; master planning; cross-cultural and ADA-inclusive designs; and, community wellness.
Key skills she brings to the design process consist of systems thinking; biomimetic, ecological, urban, schematic, landscape, visitor
experience, and garden design; environmental site assessments; site analysis, planning, and grading; design development; construction
document creation; plant identification; construction oversight and administration; graphic representation aided by the Adobe Creative
Suite, AutoCAD, ArcGIS, and SketchUp; project organization; problem solving; attention to detail; and, active listening.
RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Poudre River Downtown Master Plan, Fort Collins, CO.
Big Elk Meadows Riparian Restoration, near Lyons, CO.
Kingfisher Point Natural Area Restoration Design-Build, Fort Collins, CO.
Lefthand Creek Restoration 63rd Street Extension, near Niwot, CO.
Lefthand Creek Stream Restoration and Revegetation, Lefthand Canyon, CO.
Bear Creek Phase II Restoration Concept, Warrensville, OH.
KOA Lake Fishing Access and Habitat Improvements, Boulder, CO
Lake Management Plan, City and County of Denver Parks and Recreation, CO.
Urban Drainage and Flood Control District (UDFCD) Ecological Assistance, Denver, CO.
Madeline and Linden Avenues Stream Repair/Redhouse Run Phase 1 & 2, Overlea, MD
Patapsco River South Branch Watershed Assessments, Howard County, MD.
South Boulder Creek 2013 Flood Damage Assessment, City of Boulder, CO.
Boulder Reservoir Environmental Inventory and Analysis, Boulder, CO.

© Biohabitats, Inc.

Chris Rehak
GIS Specialist/Manager

EMPLOYMENT

6/2013 - Present Biohabitats, Inc., Denver, CO, GIS Specialist
2/2013 - 6/2013 USDA NASS, St. Louis, MO, Survey Analyst and Editor
7/2012 - 12/2012 DOI NPS, Gatlinburg, TN, GIS and Resource Management Intern
9/2011 - 02/2012 ETSU Geosciences, Johnson City, TN, GIS Research Assistant/Cartographer
EDUCATION

B.S., Geography, East Tennessee State University, Johnson City, TN, 2011
PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATION

FAA Remote Pilot Certification, 2017
EXPERIENCE

Mr. Rehak has worked in the Geographic Information Systems (GIS) field for 5 years since graduating from East
Tennessee State University, where he majored in Geography. His expertise combines cartography and spatial analysis
with hands on practical experience. He has an extensive technical background and possesses the ability to use his
experience to his advantage in applying complex GIS applications. Chris possesses the analytical ability to indentify
linkages between technology and operational requirements, and opportunities to exploit that technology.
RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Regional Green Infrastructure Plan, Mid-America Regional Council (MARC), Kansas City, MO.
SEMSWA, Cherry Creek Valley Eco Park (CCVEP) Prototype Citizen Science App
City of Atlanta Urban Ecology Framework, Atlanta, GA.
Spa Creek Regenerative Stormwater Conveyance and Wetland Restoration, Anne Arundel County, MD.
Countywide Coordinated Watershed Implementation Strategy, Montgomery County, MD.
Baltimore Green Network Plan, City of Baltimore, MD.
Baseline Biological Monitoring Services – GENON Facilities, Montgomery and Prince George’s County, MD.
Cinnamon Lane Outfall Rehabilitation, Parole, MD.
Delaware National Estuarine Research Reserve Climate Change Adaptation Plan, New Castle County and Kent County, DE.
Van Cortlandt Park Restoration and Flood Control, Bronx, NY.
Gulf State Park Master Plan. Gulf Shores, AL.
Sagamore Way Stream Repair, Anne Arundel County, MD.
Severn Public Pond 341 Planning ~ Feasibility Study and Design Concept Development, Anne Arundel County, MD.
Montgomery County Task Order 16 Cabin Branch SWM Retrofit Project, Gaithersburg, MD. Biohabitats
Howard County Rockburn Branch Park LID Retrofit, Howard County, MD.
Cuyahoga River Green Bulkheads, Cleveland, OH. Clarksburg Master Plan Limited Amendment for the Ten Mile Creek Watershed,
Montgomery County, MD.

Scott D. Schreiber, P.E.
Project Manager

Experience Overview
Scott is a water resource engineer with 12 years of experience in stream
restoration, stormwater management design, water budget analysis, Clean Water
Act permitting, corridor planning studies, land development, groundwater studies,
athletic field design, LOMR submittals, LID and LEED designs and drainage
infrastructure design. He is experienced in the preservation and development of
fish habitat and spawning areas through low-disturbance design. Scott is proficient
with HEC-RAS, SWMM, Civil 3D, RiverCAD, StormCAD CUHP and HY-8.

Channel and Stream Engineering
Relevant
Credentials/Specialties
 Registered Professional
Engineer
 12 Years Consulting
Experience
 Stream Restoration
 Channel Stability
 Fish Habitat and
Spawning Area Design
 Floodplain Analysis
 Hydrology & Hydraulics
 Corridor Planning Studies
 Stormwater Modeling

Education




M.E., Water Resource
Engineering and
Management, 2010
Georgia Institute of
Technology (Georgia Tech)
B.S., Civil Engineering, 2005
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University
(Virginia Tech)

Registrations/Affiliations


Registered Professional
Engineer in Colorado
#46577



CWCB Colorado River Next
Steps Consultant



Glenwood Springs River
Commission



Denver Trout Unlimited
President, 2015-Present



U.S. Ski & Snowboard Team
Advisory Board, 2013Present



Eagle Scout, 2001

March 2018

Big Dry Creek Floodplain Restoration and Open Space Master
Plan Pilot Project. Working with THK Associates to develop the
Floodplain Restoration and Open Space Master Plan for Big Dry
Creek in Thornton. The Pilot Project includes stream restoration to
address erosion and improvements to enhance public access and
use of the open space.
Big Thompson River Corridor Master Plan. Worked on a master
plan that outlines a detailed vision for nine miles of the Big Thompson
River through Loveland, Colorado, including improvements to reduce
flood hazards and provide multiple benefits to people and wildlife
along the corridor. Working in conjunction with THK and Matrix.
Regional Stream Stewardship and Recovery Handbook.
Coauthor of handbook to provide critical stewardship information to
landowners living on streamside properties. The handbook provides
a toolbox of techniques a homeowner can use to be a good river
steward, along with circumstances that require outside help. The
handbook was sponsored by the Lefthand Watershed Oversight
Group, the Big Thompson Watershed Coalition, The Little Thompson
Watershed Restoration Coalition and the St. Vrain Creek Coalition.
South St Vrain Stream Restoration at Hall Ranch, Boulder
County, Colorado. Served as project manager and stream
restoration engineer for the 3.2-mile study of the South St Vrain
Creek following the 2013 flood. Developed stream restoration
designs that incorporated flood mitigation measures to reduce the
impact of future flooding, provide public safety, protect public and
private infrastructure, maintain or re-establish floodplain connectivity,
and restore the creek channel and surrounding areas to stable,
resilient and ecologically-rich habitats. A broad range of public,
private and non-profit stakeholders were engaged to foster a
consensus-driven and technically sound, resilient solution. This work
was the basis for project funding and implementation.
Fish Creek Public Infrastructure Project, Estes Park, Colorado.
Completed hydrologic and hydraulic analysis of Fish Creek following
the September 2013 flood to redevelop FEMA regulatory floodplain
and determine appropriate protection measures for replaced utilities.
This project included stream restoration in the vicinity of many public
utilities, crossings and infrastructure concerns.
City of Longmont Projects. Provided project management, design
and evaluation for three projects throughout the City of Longmont,
CO. The first project consisted of developing a pedestrian to replace
on destroyed by the flood. The second project was a drop structure
on Lykins Gulch and work on drainage of parallel underpass. Third
project was stabilization of banks along park in the town.
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Hayes Lenhart, P.E.
Engineering Professional I

Experience Overview
Hayes is a civil engineer who works on surface water, hydrology, hydrologic
and stormwater modeling, and hydraulics projects. He also specializes in
wetland and water quality issues.
Relevant Experience
 Registered Professional
Engineer
 Modeling
 BMPs
 Stormwater Quality
Protection and
Assessment
 AutoCAD Drafting
Education



B.S., Civil Engineering,
Oregon State University,
2006
M.S. Biological and
Agricultural Engineering,
North Carolina State
University, 2008

Registrations/Affiliations





Colorado Professional
Engineer # 46527
Certified Professional in
Erosion and Sediment
Control # 7639
Member, Order of the
Engineer (inducted 2002)
Peer Reviewer for ASCE,
Journal of Environmental
Engineering

Publications
Lenhart, H., and W. Hunt, III.
2011. Evaluating Four StormWater Performance Metrics with
a North Carolina Coastal Plain
Storm-Water Wetland. Journal
of Environmental Engineering.
Volume 137 No. 2: 155-162.
February.
Lenhart, H., and Burchell, M.
2012. Harvestable Nitrogen
Accumulation for Five Storm
Water Wetland Plant Species:
Trigger for Storm Water Control
Measure Maintenance? Journal
of Environmental Engineering.
Volume 138 No. 9: 972-978.
March 2018

Hydrology/Hydraulics
Upper
Uncompahgre
Cooperative
Stream Management Plan. Currently lead
project engineer for the development of a Stream Management Plan
for the Upper Uncompahgre Basin to assist in balancing water needs
amongst various users and the development of additional sustainable
multipurpose water supplies, including both consumptive and nonconsumptive demands.
Florida Canal Diversion Structure Rehabilitation. Designing
rehabilitation of the Florida Canal Diversion Structure on the Florida
River near Durango for the Florida Consolidated Ditch Company. Multipurpose project will retrofit a 100-year-old fish barrier create a safer
and more aquatic- habitat-friendly structure
Wines Ditch Diversion Rehabilitation Design. Developed
conceptual design alternatives for replacing the existing diversion
structure. Approaches will provide a variety of benefits to the Dolores
River, including reducing the potential for non-native white sucker fish
to migrate past the diversion and hybridize with native species, and
improved boater passage through this section of the river. Final
design will consist of two to three fish barrier structures and boater
passage.
Omni Tributary Channel – Wolfensberger Subdivision. Project
engineer for the design and construction of approximately 800 linear
feet of channel improvements associated with a private development
in Castle Rock, CO. Included the design of in-channel drop
structures, cutoff walls and channel cross-section geometry.
Hydraulic modeling was also required to map the new 100-year
floodplain.
Omni Tributary Channel – Auburn Villas. Project engineer for the
design of approximately 600 linear feet of channel improvements
associated with a private development in Castle Rock, CO. Includes
the design of in-channel drop structures, cutoff walls and channel
cross-section geometry. Hydraulic modeling was also required to
map the new 100-year floodplain.
Manitou Springs Watershed Protection Design. Lead project
engineer for the design of emergency channel stabilization measures
and debris flow capture facilities for the Williams Canyon Drainage
after 2013 flood damage.
Bowie Coal Mine No. 2.
Sediment transport analysis for
approximately two miles of high mountain stream in Paonia,
Colorado. Specific project tasks included stream sediment sampling
and engineering calculations to evaluate the potential effects that
subsidence, as a result of mining operations, may have had on the
stream’s sediment transport characteristics.
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Andrew Earles, Ph.D., P.E., D.WRE, CPESC
Senior Engineer

Experience Overview
Andrew serves as project engineer, Project Manager and principal-incharge of multiple projects with focus on master planning, stormwater
management, hydrology, hydraulics, flood risk management, emergency
action plans, and mud and debris flows.
Stormwater Master
Relevant
Planning/Hydrology
Credentials/Specialties
 Registered Professional
Engineer
 19 Years Consulting
Experience
 Hydrologic Data Analysis
and Modeling
 Flood Hazard
Assessments
 Hydrology & Hydraulics
 Water Resources
Engineering

Education




Ph.D. Civil Engineering,
University of Virginia, 1999
M.S., Civil Engineering,
University of Virginia, 1996
B.S., Civil Engineering,
Stanford, 1994

Registrations/Affiliations








Registered Professional
Engineer
o Colorado #37237
o Louisiana #31306
o Arkansas #12329
o Hawaii #14235
o Iowa #21024
o Indiana #11400136
o So. Dakota #13431
o Wyoming #16160
Certified Professional in
Erosion and Sediment
Control
Diplomate of Water
Resources Engineering
Past Chairman of the
American Society of Civil
Engineers (ASCE)
/Environmental and Water
Resources Institute (EWRI)
Urban Water Resources
Research Council
Member of ASCE, EWRI,
American Water
Resources Association

May 2018

Big Thompson River Corridor Master Plan. Project Manager for
Master Plan for 9 miles of the Big Thompson River Corridor through
Loveland, Colorado. Recommendations of the Master Plan included
improvements to reduce flood hazards and to provide multi-faceted
benefits to people and wildlife along the stream corridor.
401 Certification Modeling Review. Project Manager assisting
Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE)
Water Quality Control Division (WQCD) with technical review of
analysis and modeling in support of 401 Water Quality Certification
for major development projects in Colorado. Current assignment
relates to review of hydrology and water quality analysis from mouth
of Poudre Canyon to Kersey Gauge on the South Platte River for
Northern Integrated Supply Project (NISP).
Big Dry Creek Northern Tributaries Outfall Systems Plan (OSP)
Update. Project Engineer for OSP update sponsored by Denver
Urban Drainage and Flood Control District, City and County of
Broomfield, City of Thornton, City of Westminster and Adams County.
Responsible for oversight and problem solving for modeling using
CUHP 2005 and EPA SWMM 5.0, development and evaluation of
Alternative, public meetings, and extensive client interaction.
Big Dry Creek Floodplain Restoration. Project Manager for Master
Plan and Pilot Project to restore channel and floodplain of the Big Dry
Creek in Thornton, Colorado. Develop hydrology and multi-stage
channel concepts for multiple parcels as a part of a Master Plan. The
Master Plan was completed in 2017, and a Pilot Project to implement
the restoration techniques identified in the Master Plan is currently
underway.
Estes Park Hydrology, Town of Estes Park. Project Manager on
hydrology study of Fall River, Upper Big Thompson River, Black
Canyon Creek and Dry Gulch for the Town of Estes Park, Colorado.
Led development of a HEC-HMS model to generate flood flows for
various rainfall events including sub-basin parameters for a high-burn
intensity scenario, peak flow projections for post-wildfire scenarios,
and peak flow data and rainfall data to examine the magnitude of
snowmelt versus rainfall/runoff and combinations or rain or snow.
WWE used HEC-GeoHMS to provide information on sub-basins and
routing parameters from large watersheds with dozens to hundreds
of sub-basins.
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Jane Kees Clary, CPESC, LEED AP
Senior Project Engineer/Consultant

Experience Overview
Jane is an environmental scientist and regulatory specialist with broad
experience in watershed management; stormwater management; Clean Water
Act permitting; water resources protection and evaluation; water resources
protection ordinances and regulations; best management practices; database
management; water quality data analysis; water resources management; water
conservation; and water/wastewater master planning. She has comprehensive
technical writing experience in each of these subject areas and extensive
experience in public speaking and large group facilitation for technical projects.

Relevant Credentials/
Specialties
 25 Years of Experience
 Vice President
Regulatory/Water
Quality Practice
 Colorado Water Quality
Control Commissioner
 Water Quality Data
Analysis
 Urban and Agricultural
Water Quality BMPs
 Watershed Manager
 Technical Writing &
Public Speaking
 Over 100 professional
publications/ webinars/

Education



M.S., Environmental
Science, University of
Colorado, 1992
B.S., Economics,
Vanderbilt University, 1989

Registrations/Activities







May 2018

Certified Professional in
Erosion and Sediment
Control, # 3766
LEED Accredited
Professional
Secretary, Urban Water
Resources Research
Council, Environmental and
Water Resources Institute,
American Society of Civil
Engineers
Green Industries of
Colorado 2008 Person of
the Year
Nominated as an
Outstanding Woman in
Engineering ACEC 2012

Relevant Project Experience
Keep It Clean Partnership Watershed Plan and Water Quality
Analysis, Boulder County (2014–2018). Worked with multiple MS4
permittees in Boulder County to develop a 319 Watershed Plan and
implement a coordinated instream water quality monitoring program,
collaborative database, and annual water quality report. Served as
lead author for three annual water quality reports for streams in Boulder
County. Prepared nutrient and E. coli fact sheets for use as
communication tools by local governments.
WE&RF Stream Restoration Crediting Guidance and Stream
Restoration Database (2016). Served as project manager for team
completing water quality crediting guidance for stream restoration
practices such as channel stabilization, riparian buffers, instream
enhancement and floodplain reconnection. Co-developed reporting
protocols and performance database for a variety of stream restoration
techniques. Developed public outreach related to project through a
webinar and national conference sessions.
City of Boulder Water Quality Analysis (2012–2013). Worked with
the City of Boulder to analyze a large (>220,000 records) water quality
database for purposes of preparing a water quality baseline summary
and an annual water quality report to be used by the source water
protection, wastewater and stormwater programs. Applied advanced
statistical analysis techniques for trend analysis and hypothesis testing.
Addressed regulatory issues and utility operational implications.
International Stormwater Best Management Practices (BMP)
Database (1997–present). Serving as Project Manager for the
Stormwater BMP Database project (www.bmpdatabase.org), funded
by WERF, FHWA, EPA and EWRI. Key recent responsibilities include
database management, review of new submittals, coordinating with
researchers and co-authoring comprehensive BMP/GI performance
technical analysis for pollutants such as bacteria, nutrients, metals,
solids and volume reduction. Also developed an Agricultural BMP
Performance Database as an outgrowth of the urban BMP Database.
Big Dry Creek Watershed Association (1997–present). Project
Manager serving as watershed coordinator for the Association on
behalf of Broomfield, Westminster, Northglenn, and Weld and Adams
Counties. Routine activities include annual water quality data analysis,
management of the long-term water quality database, special studies
(e.g., selenium, E. coli), and Regulation 85 planning. Supported a study
that evaluated the role of stream erosion and phosphorus loading from
the stream. Results were used in an Open Space Plan in Thornton.

Wright Water Engineers

HEATHER BERGMAN, PRESIDENT
PEAK FACILITATION GROUP, INC.
14123 ROARING FORK CIRCLE BROOMFIELD, CO 80023
HEATHER@PEAKFACILITATION.COM 720‐299‐8796
SELECT MEDIATION AND FACILITATION EXPERIENCE
Interbasin Compact Committee The IBCC’s 27 members represent nine basin roundtables and additional stakeholders in
statewide water issues in Colorado and work to address the long‐term water needs of municipal water providers, agricultural
producers, industrial users, the recreation economy, and the natural environment. Heather facilitates the IBCC’s deliberations
as they build on their 2014 agreement on a framework for development of a new transmountain diversion to bring benefits to
communities on both sides of the Continental Divide and assist in the implementation of Colorado’s Water Plan.
Watershed Health Working Group The Watershed Health Working Group brought together municipal and agricultural water
users to explore the relationships between wildfire, watershed health, and water supplies. This group identified watershed
health management priorities for the protection of water supplies and uses and established protocols for collaboration during
future fire and flood events as well as a clear process for planning for and responding to catastrophic fire and flood.
The North Weld-Greeley Service Area Working Group Heather helped this group develop an approach for cooperative water
use between the City of Greeley and the North Weld Water Conservancy District within Greeley’s 2060 Long‐Range Expected
Growth Boundary. The Working Group developed a water‐sharing agreement that will integrate their two systems and
implement two‐way master metering to allow for flexible water use and efficient delivery to their users.
South Platte River Flows Dialogue Heather facilitated this multi‐jurisdictional effort to improve flows through the Arapahoe
Reach of the South Platte River. This group worked to establish a voluntary flow management agreement among water
providers and municipalities in order to enhance and maintain the South Platte corridor as a healthy riparian system and
recreation area. The participants developed agreements that influenced the Final Environmental Impact Statement for the
Chatfield Reallocation Project through the US Army Corps of Engineers.
Fountain Creek Vision Task Force Heather facilitated the deliberations of the Fountain Creek Vision Task Force in southern
Colorado, a group of diverse stakeholders seeking agreement about how to restore the Fountain Creek watershed, which
crosses three counties, includes substantial agricultural land, and includes a large military base. This collaborative process
resulted in a detailed watershed management plan and the creation of a watershed district by the Colorado Legislature.
SELECT FOREST AND LAND USE MEDIATION AND FACILITATION EXPERIENCE
Boulder Valley Comprehensive Plan Community Engagement Heather worked with City of Boulder planning staff to design
and deliver more than 10 community workshops as part of the update process for the Boulder Valley Comprehensive Plan,
which addresses issues such as land use, open space, annexation, affordable housing, and transportation.
Front Range Roundtable Heather facilitates the Front Range Roundtable, a coalition of diverse stakeholders working to
improve forest health to mitigate the risk of catastrophic wildfire, protect communities, and improve the functioning of natural
systems. The Roundtable explores ideas and coordinates approaches to fuels treatment and landscape restoration; monitors
and evaluates past treatments to assess effectiveness; and contributes to the body of science on these topics.
North Trail Study Area Public Engagement Heather led the public engagement process for the City of Boulder’s plan to
improve visitor experiences and the sustainability of trails on open space north of Boulder. The public engagement effort
included multiple community workshops aimed at assessing current use and resource conditions, future use and access to the
area, and different ways for the City to manage the NTSA to achieve management goals for the area.
West Trail Study Community Collaborative Group Heather facilitated the deliberations of the Community Collaborative
Group, a diverse group of stakeholders working to prepare consensus recommendations to the Open Space and Mountain
Parks department regarding trail location, recreational use, and natural resource conservation for 12,000 acres of grassland,
foothills, and mountains that serve as Boulder’s visual backdrop.
EDUCATION
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN POLITICAL SCIENCE All but Dissertation (2002) ‐ Colorado State University; Comparative
and Environmental Politics
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (1997) ‐ University of Colorado at Denver; Environmental Law and Policy and
Nonprofit Organization Management
BACHELOR OF ARTS (1994) ‐ Beloit College; International Relations and Modern Languages
EMPLOYMENT
 PEAK FACILITATION GROUP, INC. 2010 – present
 THE KEYSTONE CENTER 2005‐2010
 THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY, PUBLIC LANDS
PROGRAM 2004‐2005




GLOBAL GREENGRANTS FUND 2003‐2004
US ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
2002‐2003

Kelly DiNatale, P.E., D.WRE, BCEE, CLM
President, DiNatale Water Consultants

Registration
Professional Engineer: Colorado

Experience
President, DiNatale Water
Consultants, Inc. 2009-present
Principal and Senior Water
Resources Engineer, CDM,
2003-2009
Water Resources and
Treatment Manager, City of
Westminster, Colorado, 19992003
Water Resources Manager, City
of Westminster, Colorado, 19851999

Certifications
Diplomate of Water Resources
Engineering, American
Academy of Water Resources
Engineers
Board Certified Environmental
Engineer, American Academy of
Environmental Engineers
Certified Lake Manager, North
American Lake Management
Society

Relevant Project
Experience

Kelly DiNatale, PE, is the president of DiNatale Water Consultants, a seven‐person
water resources consulting firm. He started DiNatale Water in 2009 after 23 years
of managing the water resources and treatment division for the City of
Westminster, Colorado and 6 ½ years as a principal of CDM, a global consulting
firm. He has been involved with numerous federal, state, regional and local water
supply planning and permitting efforts, evaluations of water supply system
reliability, raw and treated water demand forecasting, reservoir accounting and
operations, water rights analysis, agricultural water use and efficiency, reservoir
management, water quality and treatment, optimization of infrastructure, utility
financial planning and rate and tap fee analysis. He has spent much of his career
providing implementable solutions to water challenges.
 South Platte Decision Support System (SPDSS) Surface Water Model St. Vrain
Basin
 Rio Grande Cooperative Project
 Rio Grande Basin Implementation Plan
 Halligan Water Management Project Environmental Impact Statement
 Regional and Statewide Water Supply Planning
 Rio Grande Reservoir Multi‐purpose Enlargement Feasibility Study and
Preliminary Design
 Use of Alternative Transfer Methods (ATM) to Increase Supplies for Conejos
Basin Agriculture, Municipal and Environmental Purposes
 State of Colorado Statewide Water Supply Initiative.
 Farmers Reservoir Irrigation Company Alternative Agricultural Transfer
Methods Project
 East Cherry Creek Valley Water and Sanitation District and Arapahoe County
Water and Wastewater Authority Conjunctive Use Alluvial Aquifer Recharge
Program
 United Water and Sanitation District, Water Supply, Water Quality,
Infrastructure and Operations Planning
 Rio Grande Watershed Emergency Action Coordination Team (RWEACT)
 Town of Erie Non‐potable System
 Technical Director, State of Colorado Inter Basin Compact Process
 City of Northglenn Integrated Water Resources Plan
 South Metro Water Supply Authority Regional Water Supply Master
PlanWater Resources Implementation Plan. Town of Castle Rock, Colorado
and the Castle Pines and Castle Pines North Metro Districts
 Castle Pines North Metropolitan District Integrated Water Resources Plan
 Castle Pines North Water Conservation Plan
 Water and Reclaimed Treatment Facility Design / Construction/ Operation
 Denver Water Marston Reservoir In‐Lake Treatment Alternatives and
Oxygenation System Design
 Denver Water Conduit No. 15 Wetlands Pretreatment Alternatives Evaluation
 Colorado Front Range Reservoirs Water Quality Studies

Travis Smith
Senior Water Consultant, DiNatale Water Consultants
Mr. Smith has been a strong advocate for Colorado water users for
over 40 years. Partnerships built on trust and respect describe his
career. Mr. Smith resolves complex water issues by using his
experience which began with the Colorado Division of Water
Resources administering water rights on the Rio Grande and
continued as Superintendent of the San Luis Valley Irrigation
District (SLVID). He served on the Colorado Water Conservation
Board for twelve years, which included the development of the
Colorado Water Plan. His experience and passion spearheaded the
Rio Grande Cooperative Project ‐ a public/private partnership
involving the State of Colorado and the SLVID, and RWEACT (Rio
Grande Watershed Emergency Action Coordination Team) during
the 2013 West Fork Complex/Papoose Creek Fires. This extensive
experience helps Mr. Smith listen, learn, and identify solutions for
Colorado’s water future.

Experience
Senior Water Consultant
DiNatale Water Consultants
2017
Superintendent
San Luis Valley Irrigation District
1992-2017
Water Commissioner
Colorado Division of
Water Resources
1977-1992

Education
B.A. Business
Administration/Economics
Adams State College (Alamosa)
1981





Relevant Project
Experience







San Luis Valley Irrigation District, Superintendent, 1992‐2017
Colorado Water Conservation Board, Rio Grande Basin
Director and Chairman, 2005‐2017
Rio Grande Basin Round Table, Executive Board Member,
2005 – Present
Colorado Inter Basin Compact Committee, Rio Grande Basin
Representative, 2010‐2017
Rio Grande Watershed Emergency Action Coordination Team
(RWEACT), Chairman, 2013‐Present
Colorado Water Institute Advisory Board, Member, 2013‐
Present
Rio Grande Cooperative Project, Project Manager, 2002‐
Present
Colorado Division of Water Resources, Water Commissioner.

Matt Bliss, P.E., M.S.
Water Resources Engineer, DiNatale Water Consultants

Experience
Water Resource Engineer,
DiNatale Water Consultants, Inc.
2013-present
Water Resources Engineer
Hydros Consulting, Inc.
2010-2013
Water Resources Analyst
CDM, 2005 - 2010
Graduate Student Researcher
University of Colorado
2004-2005

Registrations
Professional Engineer:
Colorado, Wyoming, and Texas

Education
M.S. Civil Engineering
University of Colorado (Boulder)
2005
B.S. Mathematics
Colorado State University (Fort Collins)
2000

Relevant Project
Experience

Mr. Bliss is a water resources engineer and project manager with
12 years of professional experience in water resources planning
and engineering, groundwater and surface water simulation and
modeling, reservoir operations, water rights engineering analysis,
and engineering information systems. He has particular expertise
in the development and use of hydrologic and groundwater
modeling along with decision support systems to address a wide
range of water resource management problems.
Mr. Bliss has been involved in numerous projects that address
water supply involving groundwater, surface water, and their
interaction. His work has involved water supply planning,
augmentation plans, water rights engineering analyses,
groundwater modeling and analysis, basin‐wide hydrologic
modeling, storage and operational alternative development and
testing, water allocation modeling, environmental flow modeling
and evaluation, data collection and aquifer sustainability
assessment, and individual well permit compliance modeling. Mr.
Bliss has utilized several different modeling platforms including the
State of Colorado’s Decision Support System models StateMod and
StateCU MODFLOW, MODSIM, RiverWare, IDS‐AWAS, and self‐
developed Excel spreadsheet models and post‐processing tools.
Mr. Bliss utilizes the experience he gained as a high school math
teacher to engage and inform model users and stakeholders who
have a wide range of technical expertise.












South Platte Decision Support System (SPDSS) Surface
Water Model St. Vrain Basin
Rio Grande Reservoir Rehabilitation
Rio Grande Basin Implementation Plan
Halligan‐Seaman and NISP EIS
Gunnison River Environmental Flow Evaluation
United Water and Sanitation District, Water Supply
Planning, Modeling and Operations
Water Rights Evaluation
Upper Mountain Counties Aquifer Sustainability
Assessment
Yampa and White River Agricultural Needs Assessment
Town of Erie Non‐potable Water Master Plan Update
Oklahoma Water Resources Board, Artificial Aquifer
Recharge.

Steve Malers
Founder, Chief Technology Officer
Open Water Foundation
320 East Vine Drive, Suite 203
Fort Collins, CO 80524

Work: 970‐286‐7462
Mobile: 970‐988‐1447
Steve.Malers@openwaterfoundation.org

Steve Malers provides over 20 years of experience developing and supporting integrated software
systems for water resources decision‐making.
Work Experience
 2013‐present: Open Water Foundation — Founder, Chief Technology Officer, Systems Engineer
 2015‐present: TriLynx Systems, LLC – Founder, Chief Technology Officer
 1992‐2013: Riverside Technology, inc. — Systems Engineer
 1990‐1992: Harza Engineering Company (now MWH) — Software Engineer
Education
 Water Education Colorado, Water Leaders Program, 2014
 M.S. Civil Engineering, Colorado State University, 1990
 B.S. Civil Engineering, Colorado State University, 1988 (Honors)
Software/Technology Skills
 Programming languages: Java, Python, C, C++, FORTRAN, Linux scripting
 Databases: SQL Server, Oracle, PostgreSQL, Access, MySQL, JavaDB
 Web: HTML/CSS, JavaScript, Apache, Tomcat, Hibernate, cgibin, SOAP and REST web services
 Geographic Information Systems: ArcGIS/ArcPy, QGIS/PyQGIS
 Colorado’s Decision Support Systems: TSTool, StateDMI, StateView, StateMod/GUI, StateCU/GUI
Selected Projects
South Platte Data Platform — Colorado Water Conservation Board (2017+)
 Develop datasets, visualizations and stories for water issues to support South Platte and Metro
Roundtables
 Coordinate with Roundtable Education and Outreach Committee
Statewide Water Supply Initiative (SWSI) Update — Colorado Water Conservation Board (2017+)
 Provide recommendations for Identified Project and Processes (IPPs) dataset to meet water supply
gap
 Provide recommendations for data dissemination and visualization
 Facilitate use of StateMod water allocation model datasets to support SWSI outcomes
South Platte/Metro Basin Implementation Plan (BIP) – Colorado Water Conservation Board (2013‐
2015)
 BIP project developed a plan to address water needs and gap as input to the Colorado Water Plan
 Member of consulting team focusing on environmental and recreational aspects of BIP – led effort
to implement new Stream Mile Representation Framework to streamline analysis
 Supported CWCB in data collection for Identified Projects and Processes (IPPs) including data
process automation, business process definition, and gap analysis

Kristin Swaim
Biologist / Data Scientist
Open Water Foundation
320 East Vine Drive, Suite 203
Fort Collins, CO 80524

Work: 970‐286‐7462
Mobile: 970‐402‐3164
kristin.swaim@openwaterfoundation.org

Kristin Swaim provides over 15 years of experience in aquatic ecology and data analysis:
 Trained in a variety of fish sampling techniques in both river and lake habitats
 Experience sampling benthic macroinvertebrate communities
 Experience with various instream flow and water temperature modeling software
 Proficiency with statistical analyses and visualization software
Work Experience
 2016‐present: Open Water Foundation — Biologist, Data Analyst
 2008‐2015: Miller Ecological Consultants, Inc. — Biologist
 2008‐2008: Colorado Parks and Wildlife — Aquatic Technician
 2000‐2004: U.S. Geological Survey — Fishery Biologist
Education
 M.S. Fishery and Wildlife Sciences, New Mexico State University, 2008
 B.S. Environmental Science, Western Washington University, 2000
Selected Projects
South Platte Data Platform — Colorado Water Conservation Board (2017+)
 Develop datasets, visualizations and stories for water issues to support South Platte and Metro
Roundtables, and coordinate with Roundtable Education and Outreach Committee
Statewide Water Supply Initiative (SWSI) Update — Colorado Water Conservation Board (2017+)
 Provide recommendations for Identified Project and Processes dataset to meet water supply gap
Open Dataset Development — Open Water Foundation (2017+)
 Create datasets and visualizations for water resources datasets
 Developed standardized protocols for data documentation and handling missing data
 See http://data.openwaterfoundation.org
Enhanced Open Data for Colorado’s Water Resources — Colorado Water Conservation Board (2016)
 Reviewed Colorado Water Plan, Basin Implementation Plans, and Statewide Water Supply Initiative
documents to identify important data sets and potential visualizations to tell stories.
 Contributed to recommendations report to implement open data for water resources datasets.
Water Temperature Model — Denver Water (2013‐2015)
 Developed dynamic water temperature model for the Fraser River (Colorado).
 Determined the potential change in hourly water temperatures for several water management
alternatives and water year types.
Water Temperature Monitoring — San Juan River Basin Recover Implementation Program (2012‐2015)
 Collected water temperature data from the San Juan River, incorporated the data into a database
and prepared annual reports.

Jessica Olson, MLA
Executive Director/Restoration Ecologist
Jessie is a restoration ecologist with over a decade of experience working with the private, non-profit and public
institutions in the areas of ecological restoration, planning, and stakeholder engagement. She is the executive director
of Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group with expertise overseeing large complicated
M.L.A.
restoration and planning processes, including expertise in developing restoration plans,
Environmental
adaptive management plans, and developing stakeholder engagement plans. She holds a
Planning; U.C.
Master's degree in Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning from U.C. Berkeley,
Berkeley, 2012
where she focused on river and wetland restoration design and planning.
B.A. Geography;
U.W. Madison, 2003

Regional Stream
Stewardship and Recovery
Handbook

In November 2017, Lefthand Watershed Oversight
Group completed a Regional Stream Stewardship &
Recovery Handbook to engage the community in
stewardship by offering a compelling educational
resource using simple flow chart-style tools and
workshops. Full list of collaborators in available in the
handbook. Jessie worked with staff and the board at
LWOG to oversee successful completion of this project.

Endangered Species Act Section 6 South Delta
Restoration Planning, Sacramento- San Joaquin
River Delta, CA.
Working with consulting firm Environmental Science
Associates, Jessie was project manager lead author on a
regional restoration planning effort in the 300,000-acre
South Delta. The project aimed to reduce flood risk and
improve habitat for listed species and involved working
with multiple agencies and stakeholder groups to come
to agreement on plan components.

Left Hand Creek Flood Recovery Projects

Left Hand Creek Conceptual Model & Adaptive
Management Plan

As Executive Director with LWOG, Jessie worked with
staff and the board, and hired contractor teams to
successfully design and implement restoration projects
at twenty sites along Left Hand Creek Watershed. Ten
projects are complete, and the rest are on-going. These
projects are designed to reduce future flood risks,
stabilize the streambed and banks, restore the
ecological health of the watershed, and improve the
human health and safety for landowners living along
Left Hand Creek. As part of this work, Jessie led staff in
producing a project stakeholder engagement protocol
to help clarify roles and responsibility among
stakeholder groups and landowners.

In January 2018, Jessie led staff at Lefthand Watershed
Oversight Group in completing a new project which
includes development of a conceptual model, adaptive
management framework, and citizen science pilot
project for the recently completed restoration project
sites. LWOG is working with Lynker Technologies and
LV Brown Studios on this highly collaborative project.
As part of the project, LWOG collaborated with City of
Boulder Open Space and Mountain Parks, Boulder
County, U.S. Forest Service and other watershed
collations to develop an adaptive management
framework and plan that works for multiple agencies
and coalitions.

Boards and Trainings
Colorado Water Leaders Program Graduate. Water Education Colorado. (Class of 2017)
Board of Directors, Society of Ecological Restoration, Central Rockies Chapter. (2016-2020)
Selected Publications
Hallett, L., S. Diver, M. Eitzel, J. Olson, B. Ramage, H. Sardiñ as, K. Suding. 2013. Do we practice what we preach? Goal
setting for ecological restoration. Restoration Ecology, 21(3): 312-319.
Eitzel, M, S. Diver, H. Sardiñ as, L. Hallett, J. Olson, A. Romero, G. Oliveira, A. Schuknecht, R. Tidmore, and K. Suding.
2013. Insights from a cross-disciplinary seminar: 10 Pivotal papers for ecological restoration. Restoration Ecology
20(2): 147-152.

Erika Shioya
Watershed Coordinator
Erika Shioya has over 8 years’ experience managing outreach and stakeholder
engagement for nonprofit organizations focused on environmental issues. She has
developed and implemented outreach plans for a number of different projects and
programs, covering water conservation, quality, and education.
Ms. Shioya has extensive experience in the coordination of outreach and education
events, messaging with large stakeholder groups, and the development of
materials to assist with communication and outreach. She enjoys connecting with
individuals and entities to identify community-based solutions to shared issues.
RELEVANT EXPERIENCE



Outreach and communication for stream restoration projects managed by the Saint Vrain Creek Coalition: the
Creek Rehabilitation Plan for Apple Valley Project, Creek Rehabilitation Design-Build for Apple Valley North and
South, and St. Vrain Restoration at McConnell.



Partnered with watershed coalitions to develop the Resilient Crossings Handbook and the Stream Stewardship &
Recovery Handbook.



Planned and managed a variety of volunteer and outreach events with educational components for numerous
organizations, including watershed tours, volunteer clean up days, volunteer planting educational walks, etc.



Membership management, communications, and development for a statewide, water-focused non-profit supporting
over 200 grassroots groups throughout Colorado.



Managed and maintained an outreach program designed to provide the community with important location-based
information through weekly electronic newsletters and announcements.



Participated in the planning and hosting of six Annual Sustaining Colorado Watersheds Conferences, a three-day
event with over 40 workshops and speaker sessions for water professionals.



Communication and planning for the Chatfield Watershed Plan’s stakeholder engagement process in 2010.



Developed environmental education program and materials related to water conservation for thousands of
elementary school students in California’s Bay Area.



Participated in water quality monitoring training as an educator for youth and interested citizens for the state
wide River Watch Program for 5 years.

EMPLOYMENT

Present
2015-2018
2010-2015
2007-2008
2006

Saint Vrain Creek Coalition, Watershed Coordinator
Saint Vrain Creek Coalition, Assistant Watershed Coordinator
Colorado Watershed Assembly, Communications Coordinator
AeroGrow International, Laboratory Assistant
Don Edwards San Francisco Bay National Wildlife Refuge, Environmental Educator

EDUCATION

B.S., Genetics and Plant Biology, University of California at Berkeley, 2006

Miller Ecological Consultants, Inc.

William J. Miller, Ph.D.
President/Senior Aquatic Ecologist

Dr. William J. Miller has over 38 years experience in fisheries, instream flow, and
aquatic ecology studies. He has worked extensively throughout the western U.S. and is a
recognized expert in the areas of instream flow, water temperature modeling and habitat
assessments. Dr. Miller’s experience includes research and evaluations for several
threatened, endangered, and candidate aquatic species in the Colorado River and Platte
River basins. He has extensive experience in designing and conducting studies using the
Instream Flow Incremental Methodology (IFIM), instream water temperature modeling
and developing and implementing ecological models for aquatic systems. Dr. Miller has
presented his research at national conferences in the US and international conferences in
Japan and New Zealand.
EDUCATION:
Ph.D. Fisheries, Colorado State University - 1988
M.S. Recreation Resources, Colorado State University - 1984
B.A. Biology, University of Colorado - 1973
PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS AND CERTIFICATIONS:
Life Member American Fisheries Society
Certified in Habitat Conservation Planning - Endangered Species - USFWS
Certified Fisheries Scientist (No. 2008)
SELECTED PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:
Emergency Watershed Protection (EWP) Technical Team Member: Aqautic ecologist
responsible for review and comment on restoration design plans submitted to CWCB and
NRS on Front Range rivers and streams including the Big Thompson River, North Fork
Big Thompson, Fall River, St Vrain Creek, Left Hand Creek and Coal Creek. The review
includes making recommendations for resilient stream restoration features that protect
and enhance aquatic habitat.
Big Thompson River Master Plan: Conducted assessment of aquatic habitat for the Big
Thompson River and North Fork Big Thompson River from Estes Park, Colorado
downstream to the Larimer County line. The evaluation included determining the
priority for restoration efforts throughout the study reach. The evaluation was included in
the Master Plan documents.
Cache La Poudre River – Downtown Fort Collins Master Plan: Conducted an assessment
of aquatic habitat and made recommendations on opportunities for habitat improvement
for the river within the downtown Fort Collins corridor. Study completed for the City of
Fort Collins.
Resume: W.J. Miller, Ph.D.
Miller Ecological Consultants, Inc., Bozeman, MT 59718
406-577-2068, Web Site www.millereco.com
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Jon Altschuld, PLA, ASLA
Principal, Landscape Architect
Jon Altschuld is a registered Landscape Architect
with over 10 years of experience. As the founder and
principal of Chinook Landscape Architecture, he is
experienced in the design of natural areas, trails and open
spaces, ecological restoration, parks, streetscapes, and
transportation planning, and has an expertise in presentation
graphics, 3D visualizations, master planning, and GIS mapping
applications. His visualization work has been featured in the ASLA’s
sustainable design practices video series and in various news pieces on new
construction projects. Jon has taught numerous software workshops and given professional
training on SketchUp, Vue, CAD, Lumion, and Adobe Graphics programs within the Planning,
Architecture, & Landscape Architecture fields.
In 2017, Jon led a multi-disciplinary team and was the primary author of the Regional Stream
Stewardship and Recovery Handbook for the Lefthand, St. Vrain, Big Thompson, and Little
Thompson Watershed Coalitions. This Handbook was extremely well received and is now
widely used as a resource for private landowners to learn how to be good stewards of the
stream corridor and the overall watershed. Jon's experience also includes being the project
manager for the John Meade Park Master Plan, the Cherry Hills Village Trails Master Plan,
the City of Evans Riverside Park Master Plan, the Trinidad Trails and Greenways Master
Plan, and the $113 million I-25/Cimarron Interchange.

Education:
Master's of Landscape
Architecture, Colorado State
University
Bachelor of Science in
Landscape Design and
Contracting, Colorado State
University

Registration/Licenses:
PLA - State of Colorado
Remote Pilot - FAA

Memberships:
American Society of
Landscape Architects

Jon holds a Bachelor's of Science degree in Landscape Horticulture, as well as a Master's of
Landscape Architecture with a focus in landscape restoration and reclamation. In addition to
being a registered Landscape Architect in the state of Colorado, he also holds an FAA Remote
Pilot Certification. Jon is currently co-authoring a book on the use of drones/UAVs in the AEC
industries, which is set to be published and released in early 2019.
Jon served as project manager on most of the following notable projects.

Notable Works:
• Regional Stream Stewardship and Recovery Handbook Northern Colorado
• Big Thompson Corridor Master Plan - Loveland, CO
• South St. Vrain Flood Restoration at Hall Ranch - Lyons, CO
• South St. Vrain Trail and Bridge Re-Construction Longmont, CO
• River’s Edge Natural Area - Loveland, CO
• Estes Priority Flood Recovery Projects - Estes Park, CO
• Fish Creek Flood Recovery - Estes Park, CO
• Clear Creek Greenway through Idaho Springs - Idaho
Springs, CO
• Big Dry Creek Floodplain Restoration and Recreation
Master Plan - Thornton, CO
• Big Dry Creek Pilot Project - Thornton, CO
• McCall Downtown Economic Master Plan - McCall, ID
• Riverside Park Flood Recovery Master Plan - Evans, CO

• Trinidad Open Space and Trail Master Plan – Trinidad, CO
• Old Sopris Trail, Boulevard Addition - Trinidad, CO
• Westbound Peak Period Shoulder Lane - Clear Creek
County, CO
• John Meade Park and Alan Hutto Memorial Commons
Master Plan - Cherry Hills Village, CO
• City of Cherry Hills Village Trails Inventory and Master Plan
- Cherry Hills, CO
• Highlands at King's Point North - Parker, CO
• Colorado State University On-Campus Stadium Feasibility
Study - Fort Collins, CO
• Bay Farm Master Plan - Fort Collins, CO
• Mehaffey Park - Loveland, CO
• I-25/Cimarron Interchange Architectural Design Guidelines Colorado Springs, CO

NOTICE

© Copyright: June 2018 Biohabitats, Inc.

This copyrighted material represents the proprietary work product of Biohabitats,
Inc. This material was prepared for the specific purpose of securing a contract with
St. Vrain and Left Hand Water Conservancy District. No other use, reproduction,
or distribution of this material or of the approaches it contains, is authorized without
the prior express written consent of Biohabitats, Inc. However, the recipient may
make copies of this document as deemed necessary for the sole purpose of evaluating
this document for final selection and award.
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Restore the Earth & Inspire Ecological Stewardship

